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Abstract
This thesis deals with the structure and dynamics of the plasma sheet
boundary layer (PSBL) in the Earth's magnetotail.
The Earth's magnetosphere is formed by the interaction between solar
wind and Earth 's dipole magnetic field.

Because of this interaction, the

Earth 's dipole magnetic field is deformed into a shape that is compressed
on the dayside and stretched out into a geomagnetic tail on the nightside.
The presence of the magnetotail represents excess energy imparted from the
solar wind through th e magnetopause and stored in the magnetosphere. The
magnetotail is largely divided into two regions; plasma sheet and lobe. The
plasma sheet is a sheet-shaped region of tenuous but hot plasmas in the
eq uatorial region, while the regions on both sides of the plasma sheet are
called lobe(s) , where the magnetic field is relatively strong and stable and
no significant hot plasma exists. One of the fundamental problems in magnetospheric physics is to determine the physical processes for the formation
of the plasma sheet.
PSBL is a region between plasma sheet and lobe, which is one of the most
active regions in the Earth's magnetosphere. Study of the structure and dynamics of the PSBL is essential for understanding the formation mechanism
of the plasma sheet . In spite of the importance of this region, in-s itu observations of the PSBL have so far been done mainly in the region of ::; 30Re
from the Earth.

It has been known that dynamics of the magnetosphere can be und erstood

in the general frame work of the reconnection model. Southward interplanetary magnetic field can connect to the northward geomagnetic fi eld at the
dayside magnetopause. The newly-connected (reconnected) open fi eld lin es
that are rooted in the polar cap are convected tailward with the solar wind
fl ow. In the geomagnetic tail, magn etospheric field lines from the northern
and southern polar caps can reconnect again at an X-type neutral line. The
main purpose of this thesis is to examine the plasma data mainly observed
in the magnetotail on t he basis of this reconnection model.
For the above objectives, we have analyzed the data obtai ned by the
AKEBONO and the GEOTAIL satellites. AKEBONO is a polar orbiting
satellite with an apogee of

~

10, 000 km and an inclination of 75 degrees,

while the orbit of GEOTAIL is optimized for investigation of the magnetotail up to distances of Xcse

~

-210Re. This author has participated

deeply in design , calibration, and data evaluat ion of the low energy particle
(LEP) instrnment onboard the GEOTAIL satellite. The LEP instrument is
designed to measure three-dimensional velocity distributions of electrons and
ions over an energy range of a few ten eV /Q to ~ 40keV /Q with fine time
resolution. The instrument characteristics and the method of data processing are presented in Chapter 2. The method of the numerical calcu lat ion
used in designing the instrum ent, and the results of the calibrat ion with detailed characteristics of the LEP instrum ent are presented in Appendix A.
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The author has also participated in developing the onboard software of t he
velocity moment calculation for LEP in strument. The detailed method of
this calculation and the evaluation of the obtained plas ma velocity moment
a re presented in Appendix B.
Since the magnetic field lin e converges near the Earth , observations by a
near-Earth polar orbiting satellite provide us with a "remote sensing" of various regions in the magnetotail. The PSBL in the magnetotail corresponds to
the poleward edge of the a uroral oval, which is the boundary region between
polar cap and auroral oval. If t here exists a magnetic fi eld st ru ct ure such as
the X-type neutral lin e in the magnetotail, ions entering from th e lobe to the
plasma sheet near th e X-type neutral lin e are accelerated by th e dawn-todusk electric fi eld around the weak north-so uth component of the magnetic
field. Some of the accelerated particles flow to the Eart h in the PSBL regions and precipitate into the polar ionosphere around the poleward edge of
t he auroral oval. The AKEBONO observations of such ions are d iscussed in
Chapter 3.
Though we can obtain some inform ation about th e X-type neutral lin e
from the above mentioned "remote sensing method", the most effective way
to investigate the P SBL is to ma ke observations in the magnetotail region
where the X-type neutral line is expected to exist. When we make observat ions in the magnetotail, we can observe various regions , though t he velocity
of t he satellite with res pect to th e sun-Eart h fixed fram e is very slow. It

Ill

indicates the existence of some motions of the magnetotail in the sun-Earth
fixed frame.

In Chapter 4 we discuss three-dimensional variations of the

plasma bulk flow direction in the plasma sheet at XcsE ~ -60Re observed
by the LEP instrum ent onboard the GEOTAIL satellite. The variations of
the flow direction are interpreted as representing the tail flapping motion
with velocity shears.
The ions observed by the near-Earth polar orbiting satelli te presented in
Chapter 3 are explained from the view point of the single particle motion of
ions arou nd the magnetic field st ru cture like X-type neutral lin e. Plasmas
also have fluid characteristics, and from this view point, slow-mode shocks
are predicted to be formed at the boundary between plasma sheet and lobe
bounding the X-type neutral line, if the magnetic field reconnection occurs
in the magneto tail. The important role of t he slow-mode shocks is to convert
the magnetic field energy in the lobe to kinetic energies of particles in the
plasma sheet.
Cha pter 5 deals with identifi cation of the slow-mode shocks in the PSBL
with the GEOTAIL/LEP observations.

We have invest igated 303 PSBL

crossings during about 5 months' observation. Thirty two out of the 303
PSBL crossings are identified as slow-mode shocks. This res ult is cons istent
with the existence of the X- type neutral lin e expected from the reconnection
model of the Earth's magnetosphere. C haracteristics of the ion distributions
in velocity space have revealed the kinetic property of the slow shocks. In the
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upstream (lobe) region backstreaming ions which flow from the shock surface to the upstream are found at the same time with the ions flowing into
the shock surface. These counterstreaming ions may be the source of the
dissipation required by slow-mode shocks in the collisionless magnetospheric
plasma. Between the upstream and downstream regions, acceleration of cold
ions are also observed.
We have also found out that the accelerated cold ions, at times, show a
ring-shaped velocity distribution. Chapter 6 discusses these ring-shaped ions
in detail. We have found 11 examples of these ring-shaped ions during about
one month's observation. One of the 11 examples is observed in the PSBL
which satisfies the conditions for a one-dimensional slow-mode shock. The
generation mechanism of the ring-shaped ions may reflect the kinetic property
of the PSBL including the cross-shock potential in slow-mode shocks.

v

Chapter 1
General Introduction
1.1

Structure of the Earth's Magnetosphere

The Earth's magnetosp here is formed by the interaction between solar
wind and Earth 's dipole magnetic field. Before the hum a n being obtained
art ificial satellites, the struct ure of the Earth 's magnetosph ere had been inferred from several geomagnetic phenomena observed on th e ground. Since
the first artificial satellite was lau nched in 1957, a number of scient ific satellites have been put into orbits to investigate t he pl asma environment around
the Earth. Figure 1.1 [adapted from Pilipp an d Morfill, 1978 (s ligh tly modifi ed)] shows a schematic view of th e magnetic and plasma structure aro und
the Earth, which has been made clear by in-situ observations during the last
three decades. The solar wind , which is a fast plasma fl ow from th e su n, is
continuously blowing again st the Earth. Since the solar wind is supe rsoni c
and super-Alfv enic, a shock wave cal led 'bow shock' is created in front of
the Earth, where the solar wind is decelerated and thermalized , and a region

called ' magnetosheath ' exists in t he downstream. Th e surface whi ch bo und s
th e regions where geomagnetic fi eld is domin a nt is called ' magnetopa use',
a nd th e entire regions inside thi s magnetopause is called 'magnetosphere'.
Th e Earth 's dip ole magnetic fi eld is compressed on t he sun ward side, a nd
contrarily elongated on t he a nti-sun ward sid e, forming a tail-like magnetic
fi eld stru cture called ' magnetotail ' . Since cha rged part icles a re difficult to
move across th e magnetic fi eld , th e fast high density plasma in th e sheat h
region cann ot easily ent er into th e magnetosphere. To elu cidate t he ent ry
process of the solar wind plasma into th e magnetosphere is one of t he mos t
importa nt problems in space plas ma physics. Th e magnetotail is la rgely divided into two regions; plasma sheet a nd lobe. The 'plasma sheet ' is a shee tshaped region of t enuous but hot plasmas in t he equ atorial region, while
the regions on both sides of t he pl asma sheet a re called 'lobe(s)', where t he
magnetic field is relatively strong a nd sta ble and no signi ficant hot plasma
exists. Th e boundary region between the lobe and t he plasma sheet is called
'plasm a sheet bounda ry layer (PSBL)' . Th ere is a point wh ere the magnetic
fi eld configuration has an X-shape in th e magnetotail , called 'X- ty pe neutral
line' . However th e existence of thi s 'X-type neutral lin e' is still controversial
because most of the in-situ observa ti ons have been mad e in t he relat ively
near-Earth regions of X >

~

-30Re. On e of the main purp oses of thi s thesis

is to cla rify whether such stru cture really exists in th e Earth 's magneto tai l.
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1.2

Reconnection Model of the Earth's Magnetosphere

A theoretical model which explains t he formation mechanism of the Earth's
magnetota.il is proposed by Dungey [1961]. Figure 1.2 [adapted from Hill,
1983] shows the concept of this model schematically. He appli ed t he concept
of the magnetic merging to the magnetosphere for the first t im e. In the solar
wind t here exist magnetic fields called 'interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)' ,
wh ich are originated from the Sun , being convected toward the Earth with
the solar wind accordin g to the frozen-in property of infinitely conductive
fluid plasma. When it has southward componen t , the IMF can con nect to
the northward magnetospheric magnetic field at the dayside magnetopause.
The newly-conn ected open field lines are convected anti-sunward with t he
solar wind and stretched away in the magnetota.il. In t he magnetota.il the
magnetic fi eld lines from t he northern and southern polar caps are ant iparallel in the lobe region and hence can recon nect again, forming an X-type
neutral line in t he magnet otail. The convected and elongated field lin es in
the magnetota.il and th e associated cross-tail cnrrent represe nt the stored energy imparted from the solar wind. Wh en the magnetic fi eld lines reconnect,
magnet ic energy is convert ed to kinetic energies of pl asma.
Energy conversion from the magnetic energy to the kin et ic energies of
plasma particles at times occur abruptly and violently when a substorm
occurs[Akasofu , 1964]. Hones [1977] proposed a model t hat such an abrupt
3

energy conversion is realized by formation of two X-type neutral lines, a
distant neutral line and a near-Earth neutral line, which lead to formation of
a closed-loop magnetic field structure called 'plasmoid'. Figure 1.3 [adapted
from Hones, 1979] shows this concept schematically.

1.3
1.3.1

Fast Flowing Ions in the PSBL
Recent Observations of the Fast Flowing Ions
in the PSBL

One of the most conspicuous phenomena in the PSBL is the existence
of high-energy ion beams which have often been observed by satellites, for
exam ple by the ISEE 1 a nd 2 satellites [DeCoster and Frank, 1979; Takahashi
and Hones, 1988], and the AMPTE satellite [Nakamura et a!., 1992] at the
near-tail region of :S: 25Re. Eastman et al. [1984, 1985] found that these
ion beams are almost always present under various geomagnetic conditions.
Comparing the estimated total number flux and energy flux transported in
the PSBL with those in the plasma sheet, they concluded that PSBL is a
primary plasma transport region of the magnetotail.
The distribution functions of these ion beams change from fi eld-aligned
beams in the outer region of the boundary to a characteristic shape called
" kidney bean" shape, and finally to nearly isotropic or shell-like distributions
near the central plasma sheet [Eastman et a!., 1986] . Recently Onsager et
a!. [1990] proposed a model that the "kidn ey bean" shape distributions can
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be understood in terms of th e velocity filt er effect due to E

X

B drift und er

th e dawn-to-dusk elect ric fi eld with a distributed source of the beam ions in
the central plasma sheet (current sheet).
In the near-tail region , these high energy ion beams at times show counterstream ing characteristics. In the transition from the lobe to the plasma sheet ,
the ion beams are initially fl owin g earthward along magn etic fi eld lines, a nd
then tailward fl owi ng ion beams with higher energies begin to be observed at
the same t ime with the earthward fl owing ions. T his phenomenon was first
noted by Forbes et a! . [1981a], who explained that th e tailward flowing ion
beams a re due to refl ect ion near the Earth by the magnet ic mirror force.
Some of th e ion beams in the PSBL flowing to the Eart h are not refl ected
but precipita te into the ionosphere. Sin ce the magnetic field converges near
the Earth , observations of these precipitating fast ion beams by a low-altitude
satellite provide us with a n opport unity to infer a global im age of these ion
beams in the magnetotail. These precipitating ions are for th e ftrst tim e
recognized by Bosqued [198 7] and Kovratzkhin et a!.

[1987] as velocity-

dispersed ion struct ures (VDIS) using data obtai ned at altitud es of::; 2000km
by AUREOL3 satellite. VDIS is observed in the vicinity of the poleward
edge of the nightsid e a uroral zone. Most of the VDIS show a feature that
higher-energy ions precipitate in to the higher latitud e. Zelenyi et a! [1990]
investigated th ese precipitating ions in detail and explai ned th e observed ion
distributions in terms of the velocity filter effect caused byE x B drift und er
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the dawn-dusk electric field with an assumption on the magnetic field shap e
in the magnetotail.

1.3.2

Current Sheet Particle Acceleration

The PSBL high-energy ions may be created near X-type neutral line by
"current sheet acceleration" [Speiser, 1965, 1967; Lyons and Speiser, 1982;
Speiser a nd Lyons, 1984]. Figure 1.4 [adapted from Speiser, 1965] shows ion
and electron motions in a current sheet . The ions in the lobe, which a re
originated from the solar wind and/or the ionosphere, are accelerated by t he
cross-tail dawn-d usk electric field in a region where a small norm al magnetic
fi eld component B, exists in the current sheet . The accelerated energy is
determined by the Larmer radius of the ions moving around weak B,. Since
the Larmer radius of elect rons is very smal l, electrons are not effectively
accelerated by this process. This acceleration does not necessarily require
the X-type neutral line as long as the normal magnetic field component B,
is sufficiently weak in the current sheet. However, if an X-type neutral line
exists, this acceleration mechanism works more effectively a round the X-type
neutral lin e.

6

1.4
1.4.1

Slow-Mode Shocks in the Earth's Magnetotail
PSBL Characteristics : Slow-Mode Shocks

So far we have argued about the high-energy ion beams in the PSBL
which may be explain ed in terms of a single particle motion assuming the
existence of the X-type neutral line. In the single-particle limit , plasma sheet
particles can be regarded as current-sheet accelerated particles. However th e
real plasma shows diamagnetic effects, which requires preacceleration of th e
particles before the current-sheet acceleration [Hi ll , 1975]. Thus, in the fluid
limit of plasma, the current-sheet acceleration is not required but the plasma
sheet particles must be accelerated by another process, for example, slowmode shocks bounding the X-type neutral lin e.
If magnetic field reconnection occurs in the geomagnetic tail, it is pre-

dicted that slow-mode shocks are formed at the boundaries between plasma
sheet and lobe [Petschek , 1964; Vasyliunas, 1975 and references therein].
Figure 1.5 [adapted from Vasyliunas, 1975] shows magnetic field lin es (solid
lines) and plasma stream lines (dashed lin es) around the X-type neutral lin e.
There are four slow-mode shocks bounding the X-type neutral line. From
the northern and southern lobes, plasma is convected toward the neutral
sheet by E x B drift under the dawn-to-dusk electric fi eld. The velocity of
the slow mode wave approaches zero as the propagation direction becomes
perpendicular to the magnetic field. Therefore the plasma flow is sup ersonic
7

with respect to the slow-mode wave in the vicinity of t he X-type neutral line,
even when the fl ow velocity of the plasma is small. As a result the collision
of plasmas fl owing fr om t he northern and southern lobes is expected to give
rise to slow-mod e shocks.

1.4.2

Theoretical Works

The la rge-scale structure and dynamics of the magnetota.il including th e
PSBL have bee n numerically studied using MHD simul ations. The existence
of the slow-mode shocks in the PSBL is show n by Sato[1979], Scholer and
Roth [1987], and Ugai[1993] . Birn et al . [1986] a nd Hesse and Birn [1991],
on th e ot her hand , reported that slow-mode shocks were not formed on the
earthward side of the X-type neutral line, where th e magnet ic fi eld is connected to the ionosph ere.
Slow-mode shocks, whi ch are expected to exist bounding the X-type neutral li ne , are generated in collisionless plasmas. Since the slow shocks co nvert
t he upstream magnetic fi eld energy into kinetic energies of t he downstream
plasma, there must be some dissipation mechanisms which are not du e to
classical collisions.
T he first theoretical work on the structure of slow shocks was made by
Coroniti [1971]. His resu lt shows that t he slow shocks are associated with a
dispersive wave train in the dow nstream region . He suggested that the energy
dissipa tion of the slow-shock is provided by dumping of the dispersive wave
t rai n.

8

Several num erical simulations on kinetic properties of the slow-mode
shocks have been reported as well. With a hybrid-code simu lation Swift
[1983] found th e upstream escape of the hot plasma and a damped lefthand ed circu la rly-polarized wave on the trailing edge of the shock . Omidi
and Winske [1992] also used a hybrid-cod e simulation to investigate the str ucture of slow shocks and ion heating in the low-beta regime. In particular,
they st udi ed the effects of the Alfven / ion cyclotron waves on the st ruct ure
of slow-mode shoc ks. The Alfven/ ion cyclotron waves a re generated by the
interaction between the incident and backstreaming ions via electromagnetic
ion/ ion cyclotron instability.

1.4.3

Previous In-Situ Observations

T he existence of the slow-mode shocks in the dist ant-tail regions was for
t he first time reported by ISEE 3 deep-tail mission [Feldman et al, 1984a,b,
1985; Scarf et al., 1984; Smith et al., 1994]. Analyzing th e three-dime nsional
magnet ic field data and two-dimensional elect ron data, Feldman et al. [1985]
identifi ed the slow-mode shocks and conclud ed that the slow-mode shock
is a semi-perman ent structure of the plasma sheet-lobe boundaries in th e
distant-tail region. They also noticed t he variation of the electron distribution fun ction , which shows heat flu x leakage fr om the shock toward the
upst ream region as well as thermalization in the plasma sheet. At the same
tim e, electrons are accelerated by the shock potential and form fl a t-top distributi ons in th e downstream of the shock. The electro n dynamics and the

9

variation of the distribution functions through slow-mode shocks were invest igated in detail by Schwartz et al. [1987].
The existence of the slow-shock structure in the near-Eart h magnetotail at X~ -20Re was also reported by Feldman et al.

[1987], based on

three-d imensional magnetic fi eld data and two-dimensional electron and ion
data obtained by ISEE 2 satellite. T hey reported t hat the lobeward edge of
the plasma sheet- lobe boundary was identified as a slow-mode shock, which
was different from the plasma sheet- lobe boundaries in the distant magnetotail where the entire boundary region had a slow-shock structure.

Us-

ing the AMPTE/IRM data, Cattel et al. [1992] investigat ed ~so plasma
sheet-lobe crossings at

X~

-10 to -18 Re. They conclud ed t hat t he plasma

sheet-lobe boundaries in the near-tail region were not well mod eled by a
planar MHD discontinuity wit h a normal component of the magn etic fi eld ,
and in particular, did not contain a slow mode shock. They suggested that
some factor operating earthward of t he neutral line prevents the formation
of slow-mode shocks in the near-Eart h region. They also suggested t hat the
plasma sheet boundary in the near-Earth regio n is usually a tangential discontinuity, or there are effects such as time variations, single particle effects,
or three-dimensional stru ctu res, which invalidate the assumptions of planar
time-stationary MHD.
In summary, the strict and detailed investigation of the characteristics of
the PSBL in the mid-tail to the distant-tail region has not yet been done,
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since only insufficient plasma data (two-dimensional electron and no ion data)
were available in the ISEE 3 deep tail observations.

1.5

Why can we Observe PSBL? - Motion
of the Magnetotail -

In the distant tail , the moti on of the satellite with respect to the sunEarth fixed frame is very small compared with the scale of the rnagnetotail.
However there exists a fl apping motion of the magneto tail, for examp le, due
to variations of the solar wind dynamic pressure. T he motion of the magnetotail wit h resp ect to the sun-Earth fixed frame enables us to observe various
regions of th e magnetotail includin g the PSBL crossings. On the basis of
the observations by IS EE 1 and 2 spacecraft s during substor ms, Forbes et
al.[l98lb] reported some examples of the motion of t he magnetotail which
were due to both passage of the surface wave generated by Kelvin-Helmholtz
type of instability and t hinning and thickening of t he magnetotail during
substorm. Hon es et al. [1984] also investigated th e motion of the magnetotail statistically, and concluded that t he motion was due to a thinnin g
and th ickening of the plasma sheet during substorm. However, eve n when
the magnetic condition is moderate to weak, satellites encounters the P SB L,
which suggests the existence of the tail fl appin g motion due to mechanism(s)
other th an th e plasma sheet thinning/t hickenin g.

11

1.6

Organization of this Thesis

The main purpose of this thesis is to exam in e the reconnection model of
the Earth's magnetosphere through obse rvational study of t he structu re and
dynamics of th e PSBL. This objective has been attained by a naly zin g the
data obtained by the near-Earth polar orbiting satellite AKEBONO and the
spacecraft GEOTAIL which explores the magnetotail in detail.
This thesis consists of 7 Chapters and 2 Appendixes. In Chapter 2, the
instrum entation and the dat a evalu ation of the low energy particle experiment (LEP) onboard the GEOTAIL satellite are presented . In Chapter 3,
the earthward projection of t he PSBL fast ion fl ow is examin ed, based on t he
low energy particle data obtained by a polar orbiting satellite AKEBONO.
In Chapter 4, rapid variations of the plasm a bulk fl ow direct ion observed in
the plasma sheet at Xc sE ~ -60Re are examined. We shall suggest that
these variations are caused by combination of the spatial gradi ent in the bulk
flow and th e flapping of the tail. In Chapter 5, characterist ics of the PSBL in
the distant geomagnetic tail are investigated. Some of the PSB L are id en tified as slow-mode shocks, wh ich suggests th e existence of the X-type neutral
line expected from the reconn ection model of the Earth 's magnetosphere.
In Chapt er 6, a ring-shap ed distribution of ions obse rved in th e PSBL is
investigated . Concluding remarks are given in Chapter 7. In Appendix A,
detailed characteristics of LEP sensors (LEP-EA and LEP-SW) on board the
GEOTAIL satellite are prese nted. In Appendix B, t he method of GEOTAIL

12

onboard plasma velocity moment calculation and the evaluation of the observed velocity moments are presented.
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Chapter 2
Low Energy Particle
Experiment onboard the
G EO TAIL Satellite
For the purpose of investigating t he plasma environment mainly in t he geomagnetic tail , low energy particle (LEP ) experiment is under operation on
the GE OTAIL sat elli t e. The objective of t his chapter is t o describe t he p rinciple a nd fun ctions of LE P-EA and LEP-S W , and t o present th e meth od of
data processing on the ground. The methods of num erical calculat ion a nd experimental calibration of LEP- EA a nd LE P- SW with detail ed cha ract eristics
of these instruments are presented in Appendix A. Th e method of on board
velocity moment calculation and t he evalu ation of th e observed results are
presented in App endix B.

14

2.1

Overview of the GEOTAIL Satellite

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic view of the GEOTAIL spacecraft in t he operational configuration on orbit. The main body has a cylind rical shape with
a diameter of 2.2 meters and with a height of 1.6 meters. The spacecraft
is spin-stabilized with a spin rate of

~

20rpm and the spi n axis is nearly

perpendi cular to the ecliptic plane. Seven scientifi c in str uments are carried
onboard the GEOTAIL satellite. Table 2.1 li sts these in struments. For instrumentation details , refer to J. Geomag. Geoelectr. , vol. 46,

o.1 and

No.8.

The GEOTAIL spacecraft was launched on 24 July, 1992, by Delta II
launch vehicle from Kennedy Space Flight Center in U.S.A. Figure 2.2 shows
the orbit, which is optimized for the in vestigation of the importa nt but unexplored regions of the magnetotail.

For about two and a half years the

spacecraft is placed in the distant-tail orbit using Sun-Syuchronous Double
Lu nar Swingby, in order to make ext ensive observations beyond the lunar
orbit up to about 210Re from the Earth. After this period, the spacecraft
will be moved to a near-tail orbit with an apogee of 30Re in ord er to investi gate the neutral sheet in th e near-Earth tail region. In t his thesis, the data
obtained during the distant-tail orbit are analyzed.
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2.2

Objectives of Low Energy Particle Experiment

The low energy particle (LEP) experiment on GEOTAIL satelli te makes
comprehensive observations of plasma a nd energetic electrons and ions with
fin e temporal resolution in the terrestrial magnetosph ere (main ly in the geomagnetic tail) a nd in the interpla netary space. The major observation objectives of LEP are (1) to st udy the nature and the dynamics of plasmas
in vari ous regions of the magnetotail, (2) to analyze the plasma condition s
und er which the suprathermal particle acceleration takes place in the magnetot ail , (3) to st udy plasma circulation in t he magnetosphere and its variability in respon se to t he formation of near-earth neutral lines and magnetospheric substorms, (4) to identify ionospheri c contribution to th e plasma
sheet population, and (5) to st udy the entry processes of plasmas from th e
magnetosheath into the magnetosphere.

2.3
2.3.1

Principle and Functions of LEP Instruments
Overview

Th e LEP instrument consists of three units of sensors (LEP-EA, LEPSW, and LEP-MS) and a common electronics (LEP-E). LEP-EA provide
three-dim ensional distribution functions of electrons a nd ion s with high time
resolution, while LEP-SW measures three-d im ensional distribution fun ctions
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of solar wind ions. LEP-MS is an energetic-ion mass-spectrometer, wh..ich
provides three-dimensional determinations of the ion composition. The block
diagram of LEP instrument is shown in Figure 2.3. In this Chapter, we will
report the principle and fun ctions of LEP-EA and LEP-SW. The detailed
description of LEP-MS is reported by Hirahara and Mukai[1993].

2.3.2

LEP-EA

Figure 2.4 shows a schematic diagram of LEP-EA. LEP-EA consists of
two nested sets of quadrisph erical electrostatic analyzers that meas ure electrons and positive ions. The inner analyzer, LEP-EAe, measures electrons
over an energy range from 8eV to 38keV, while the outer analyzer, LEPEAi, measures positive ions over an energy range from 32eV jQ to 43keV jQ.
Charged particles with selected energy /charge and incident angles can travel
through the analyzers and be measured. Seven channel electron multipli ers
(CEMs) and seven microchannel plates (MCPs) are used as electron detectors and ion detectors, respectively. These detectors (CEMs and MCP s) are
placed at the positions corresponding to th e incident elevat ion angles of 0°,
±22.5°, ±45.0°, and ±67.5°.
EAi has a. large geometrical factor of 1.5 x 10- 3 cm 2 str eV jeV (channel

4) to observe tenuous plasma. in the lobe region with hi gh time resolution.
This large geometrical fact or is realized by a large in cident area. of the instrument. The geometrical factors of seven channels of EAi and EAe sensors
are nearly proportional to th e cosine of the incident elevat ion angles. These
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characteristics of the geometrical factor make it easy to calculate two dim ensional distribution function on the plane perpendicular to t he satellite spin
axis. The basic parameters of the instrument performance for the EAe and
EAi sensors are shown in Table 2.2. Detailed characteristics of th e spherical
electrostatic analyzers (EAe and EAi) are presented in Appendix A.
The measurement is synchronized with the spin phase clock of th e spacecraft. LEP-EA can measure three-dimensional energy /charge distributions
of electrons and positive ions , separately and simultaneously, in one spin
period (about 3 seconds). One spin period is divided into 16 azimuthal sectors, and in each sector, the elect ron and ion energies are scanned over the
whole or selected energy range. The scanned energy range can be selected
by changing the RAM table which has th e information of the appli ed voltage
level to the analyzer plates. Each instrument has two RAM tables A and
B. An example of the energy sweep is shown in Figure 2.5 (EAi

RAM A

mode). The scanned energy bins of EAi and EAe are shown in Tab les 2.3
and 2.4, respectively.

2.3 .3

LEP-SW

Since LEP-EAi has too large geometrical factors to measure th e solar
wind ions (especially protons), LEP-SW with a smaller geo met rical factor is
supplemented to meas ure the solar wind ions in an energy range from 0.1 to 8
keY /Q. The measurement principle and method of LEP-SW are quite similar
to those of LEP- EAi, however LEP-SW uses a 270°-spherical electrostatic
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analyzer. Figure 2.6 shows schematically the principle of this analyzer. Since
the transm ission characteristics of the 270°-spherical electrostatic analyzer
with respect to the incident angle and energy is compact, this instrument
has sufficiently high angular and energy resolution to measure solar wind
ions. T he measurement of LEP-SW is carried out within spin phase of ±45°
from the direction toward the sun, which is divided into 16 sectors, and in
each sector, the energies are scanned over the whole energy range. T he basic
parameters of the in st rument performance for the SW sensor are shown in
Table 2.5, and the scanned energy range is shown in Tab le 2.6.

2.3.4

Measured and Derived Parameters

Raw count rate data of dimension 32(E) x 16(Az) x 7(E!) are generated
by each in strument in one spin period. Observed count rates Co are converted
to differential flux j(E) using the following equation.
(2.1)
where r is the sampling t ime, E is the observed energy, g is the geometrical factor and ry is the detection efficiency. Distribution function f(v) is
calcu lated by the following equat ion.

f(v)

= j(E)m2
2E

(2.2)

where m is the mass of charged particles.
The geometrical factors of the analyzers are decided by experim ental calibration in the laboratory (see Appendix A). When we calculate absolute
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plasma parameters from raw count rate data, we have to know the efficiencies of the detectors, CEMs and MCPs, as well as geometrical factors. We
have decided the efficiency by comparing the plasma density calcu lated from
LEP data with t he plasma fr equency observed by Plasma Wave Instrument
(PWI) onboard the GEOTAIL satellite [Matsu moto et al., 1994]. T he decided detection effi ciency of each detector of EAe, EAi, and SW at t he beginning of th e observation was 0.65, 0.65, and 0.75, respectively. Since t he
detection efficiency is usually a slowly-varying function of detected particle
energy, we can neglect the dependency on the particle energy. The efficiency
varies with degradation of CEMs and MCPs, a nd it also varies with the leve l
of the voltage applied to the detectors. The degradation can be monitored
through scanning the discrimination level of the outp ut pulse height of the
detecto rs. Using both methods, compar ison of t he plasma density between
LEP and PWI and scanning the discrimination level, we have decided the
temporal variation of the detect ion effici encies.
Besides the count rate da ta, plasma velocity moments are calcu lated on
the spacecraft every spin period. The calculated velocity moments are density, bulk velocity, pressure tensor, and heat flux tensor of ions , electrons and
solar wind ions. This calculation is executed by a digital signal processor in
LEP-E. The detailed calculation method and evaluation of the obtained velocity moments a re presented in Appendix B.
The measured raw count rate data and onboard calc ulated velocity mo-
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ments are transmitted to the ground mainly by two ways. The data obtained
during t he real-time operation, called editor-A data are available for about 8
hours/day. Besides the editor-A data, 24-hour continuous data, called editorB data are available. While the onboard calculated velocity moments are
obtained every spin period in both editor-A a nd editor-B data, the complete
t hree-dimensional velocity distributions can only be obtained in a period of
four spins in editor-A data owing to the telemetry constraints; the count data
are accumulated during the four-spin period. Two dimensional count rate
data, which are obtained by simply adding the count rate of 7 channels of
each sensor, are transmitted to the ground as editor-B data.

2.4

Method of Background Noise Subtra ction

In spite of several efforts to reduce noise count rates, some of them a re
still inevitably includ ed and have to be subtracted from the raw count data,
especially in regio ns with extremely low density, such as in the lobe region.
T he mai n sources of t he noise count rates are (1) solar EUV photons (2) highenergy particles (cosmic ray etc.) (3) electrical noise and (4) photoelect rons
(for EAe).
When the solar EUV photons enter the CEMs or MCPs through multiple
reflections by the analyzer plates , it can generate spurious count rates . We
have made a serration inside the analyzer plates of EAe and EAi to prevent
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these spurious cou nts. Besides making the serration, we have coated the analyzer plates with carbon . As a result of these efforts, the solar EUV photons
enterin g t he GEMs or MCPs are reduced by order of 10- 7 (assuming the
detection effi ciency of 1 % for EUV photons). However, the remaining cou nt
rate due to the sola r EUV photons still have an effect when plasma density
is low. We have measured t he cou nt rate profile generated by EUV photons
usin g a deuterium lamp in the laboratory, and compared the lab oratory profil e with the inflight profile. An example of the res ult is show n in F igure 2.7
( for chann el 4 of EAi) . On the basis of this comparison, we have decided
the noise count level generated by solar EUV ph otons. Table 2. 7 a nd Table
2.8 show this res ult.
The noise count rates due to high-energy particles and elect rical noise also
have to be subtracted from EAi data in order to calculate plasma parameters
correct ly in the lobe region where plasma density is low. (The noise due to
these sources is negligibly small in the EAe and SW data.) The noise co unt
rates appear randomly. We have red uced the noise count rates assuming
that " noise count should appear independently". The obtai ned count rate

C can be expressed as a function of elevation angle a;, azimuth al angle ¢1 ,
scanned energy step Ek, and time
obtained at (a;, </>j, Ek, ti), wh ere i
l

=1 ~

t1.

We have checked all the count data

=1~

7, j

=1~

16 , k

=1~

32, and

'number of data', and identified noise count rates. The procedure of

this identification for three-dimensional count rate data (editor-A data) is as
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foll ows. We have calculated the sum S(i, j , k, l) of all the count rates around
a point in the four-dimensional space (a;,

<Pi , Ek, t,).

i' = i + l j' :;::::.j + l k' = k+ ll' = l+ l

S(i,j,k, l) =

L L

L L

C( i',j' , k' , l')

(2.3)

i' = i - 1 j' = j - 1 k' = k- ll 1 ::d - 1

When the relations

(2 .4)
and

(2.5)
are satisfied, we have identifi ed that the co unt data C( i, j, k, l) is a noise.
The values

Scriticnl

a nd

Ccritical

a re decided to be 40 a nd 5 by comparing

the pl as ma density calculated from noise-red uced data a nd the plasma frequency observed by PWI. Th e procedure to identify th e noise counts for
two-d imensional count rate data (ed itor-B data) is different from t he above
procedure in th e point that all values are fun ction of three param eters ¢i, Ek,
and

t~,

ues

Scritical

and the summation is exec uted in a three-dimensional space. The valand

Ccritical

for two-dimensional data. are decided to be 75 a nd 10

by comparing the noise-reduced two-dim ensional data (editor-B data) with
the noise-reduced three-dimensional da ta (editor-A data.). The noise-red uced
count rate data. are obtained by eliminating th e noise count data. id entified
by the procedure above, and subtracting the averaged energy-ind epend ent
uniform noise count rates which are calculated from the elimin ated noise
count data.. These energy-independent noise count ra tes are 0.33 / 4-spins for
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channel 2, and 0.28 /4-spins for the other channels of EAi.
The photoelectrons should be removed in calculating th e velocity moments of electrons. The solar EUV photons which collide with the satellite
creates these photoelectrons. Since the satellite is charged positively by the
photoelectron creation, the measured energy should be corrected taking account of the spacecraft potential. The method of removing photoelectrons in
calculating the electron velocity moments is presented in Section 2 of Chapter

5.
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Chapter 3
Signature of the Plas ma Sheet
Boundary Layers Observed by
a Polar Orbiting Satellite
AKEBONO
Using low energy ion data obtained by Akebono satellite, we have calculated
distributi on fun ctions of velocity-dispersed ion beams observed at the poleward edge of the auroral electron precipita tion region. The calculated distribution functions can well be fitt ed by one-d imensional shifted-Maxwellians,
whose bulk energy and temperat ure are several keV and several hundreds
of eV, respectively. The bulk energy and temperature show a positive correlation , which may indicate that wh en the ions a re accelerated to higher
energy, they are heated to higher temperature simultaneously. We have also
found a relation between the invariant latitude width of the observed ion
beams divided by the sq uare root of the temperature and their bulk velocity,
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which indicates t ha t t he so urce region of t he ion beam is compact. T hese ion
beams are obt ained with high occurrence proba bility, suggesting th at th ey
a re supplied from a steady X- type neutral lin e in t he eart h's magnetotail.

3.1

Introduction

In the vicinity of th e poleward bound a ry of the nightsid e a uroral oval ,
precipitati on of velocity-dispersed ion beams with energy of

~ 10keV

ha ve

been observed by the low-altitude AUREOL- 3 sat ellite ( < 2000km ) [Bosqu ed ,
1987; Kovrazkhin et al., 1987; Zelenyi et al. , 1990]. Zelenyi et al. [199 0] in vestigat ed the ion beams in detail , and conclud ed that th e velocity- dispersed ion
beams corresponded to the fast ion fl ows which have been fr equ ently observed
in the pl asma sh eet bounda ry layer (PSBL )[N akamu ra et al ., 1992;Taka has hi
and Hones, 1989 and references th erein]. Since th e magnetic fi eld co nverges
near the earth , observations of these fast ion fl ows by a low alti t ude satelli te
provide us with an opportunity to infer a global image of these ion fl ows.
Our objective in this chapter is to investigate the distribution fun ction
of ion beams observed from the Akebono satellite at altitud es of 4,000 km
to lO,OOOkm near the poleward edge of the auroral precipitation region, a nd
search for the relation between th ese ion beams and th e PSBL fast ion fl ow.
We will show an example of an ion beam , first , and try to fit th e distribution
function with a one-dim ensional shift ed-Maxwellian. Next , we will inves tigate th e fitting pa rameters statistically for several tens of th e examples.
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3.2

Observation

We have analyzed the data obtained by two sets of energy /charge(E/Q)
analyzers on the Akebono satellite [Mukai et al. , 1990]. We can obtain
three-dimensional distribution functions of elect rons and ions over the energy
ranges between 10eV

~

16keV for electrons and 13eV je

~

20keV /e for ions,

respectively. The energy range is exponentially divided into 29 steps and
is scanned in 0.90625s. Each set of analyzers has five channels with vi ew
directions of

oo,

30°, 60°, 90° and 120° from the spacecraft spin axis which

is aligned to the antisunward direction. Two sets of th e analyzers are placed
symmetrically with respect to the spin axis , and the entire field of vi ew is
240°. We used 8s time averaged data in our analysis.
Figure 3.1 shows the orbit of the satellite and the pitch-angle sorted
energy-time(E-t) diagrams of electrons and ions obtained on Dece mber 12,
1989. The uppermost panel shows a polar plot of the satellite orbit in the
coordinate system of invariant latitude and magnetic local time. The upper
and the lower sets of three E-t diagrams provide an overview of the electron and ion energy fluxes, respectively, in three pitch angle ranges of

oo to

60°(precipitating), 60° to 120°(trapped) and 120° to 180°(up Aowing) with
respect to the magnetic field. The satellite traversed the ni ghtsid e region
from t he polar cap on the dusksid e to the auroral oval on the dawnsid e. The
ion beam indicated by an arrow in the E-t diagram is observed at 23:30 UT.
At this time the satellite was located at the poleward edge of the auroral
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oval, which can be identified as a sharp transition from weak polar rain (not
visibl e in Figure 3.1) to the intense elect ron precipitation of plasma sheet
origin. The ion beam shows velocity dispersion such that higher energy ions
are observed at higher la titude, and can be interpreted as correspo ndin g to
the fast ion fl ow in the PSBL [Bosqued et al.,l987; Kovrazkhin et al.,l987;
Zelenyi et al.,l990]. We ass um e that the distribution fun ct ion of the ions at
t he source region is homogeneous inside the region, and t hat the ion beam
is velocity-dispersed on th e way to Earth. Then, by add in g the distribution
functions obtai ned at all the latit udes within th e beam, we can const ru ct the
distributi on fun ction of the ion beam at the source region. The observed pitch
angle distribution of the ion beam is isotropic except for t he at mospheric loss
cone. This is consistent with the model that the sou rce is far away from the
Earth, where the magnet ic field is weak, a nd hence the calculated distribution functi on is the source distributi on fun ction in side a small part of the
velocity space along the magnetic fi eld line, which is mapped to the alt itude
of th e spacecraft. Since the pitch angle distribu tion is isotropic, we have
used the data of a fixed pitch angle betwee n 0° and 90° in constru ctin g the
distribution fun ction. For a similar purpose at the dayside cusp region, Hill
and Reiff[l977] obtained the ion spectrum at the source by using only the
peaks of the spectra. We have used all the measured spect ra at a fixed pitch
a ngle, because we intend to investigate the detailed characteristics of the
source region.
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Figure 3.2 is t he calcu lated source d ist ribution fun ction corresponding to
t he ion beam shown in F igure 3.1. T he abscissa is the energy of the observed
ions on a lin ear scale, and the ordinat e is the phase space density on a
logarit hmic scale wh ere th e ion species is assumed to be protons. We have
found that the distribution fun ction can well be fitted by a one-dim ensional
shifted Maxwellian

J=

'" (v - vo )'
nyJ'i'i1
2;k,Te - ITT

(3 .1)

where n, m, v, v0 , T , k are density, proton mass, velocity, bulk velocity, te mperature, and Boltzmann constant , respectively. The fi tted distributi on
function is also shown by a dashed lin e in Figure 3.2. By fittin g with a
one-dim ensional shifted Maxwelli a n, we can estimate the bulk velocity and
temperature of the ion beam. In this case the proton energy correspondin g
to th e obtained bulk velocity is 6.7keV, and t he temp erature is 460eV. As for
t he density, since it depen ds on the orbit of t he satellite and th e lat it ud inal
extent of the disp ersive ion beam , we cann ot simply determin e t he number
by fittin g with a one-dimensional shifted-Maxwellian. Therefore we will not
disc uss the density in this paper.
Next , we investigate the fitt ed param eters of the calculated so urce distribution functions of th e ion beams statistically. We examin ed 259 passes
between December 1989 and January 1990, when th e satellite passed the
nightside a uroral region between 20 MLT a nd 4 MLT. In t hese 259 passes
we could find 119 events in which we could recognize disp ersive ion beams at
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the pol eward edge of the auroral electron precipitation region. In 119 events,
there are some cases in which most of t he ion beam is beyo nd t he energy
range of the instrument, namely, over 20keV /e. There are also some other
cases in which a part of the dispersive ion beam appears to be decele rated
or refl ected by t he electric field existing above t he satelli te altitud e. In such
cases we cann ot correctly calculate the so urce distribution function. Th us
we could execute the fitting of a shifted-Maxwelli an for 50 events out of t he
119 events, and examin ed the bulk velocity a nd temperature of these eve nts.
Figure 3.3 shows the res ult of the fitting we have executed. T he bu lk
energy is on the order of several keY or a bove, and t he temperature is several
hundreds of eV or more. Si nce t here is an upper limi t on t he bulk velocity
because of the limited range of measured energy, ion beams with higher
bulk velocity may exist. T he order of t he bulk velocity a nd temperature
we have obtained are consistent with the model in vestigated by Lyon s and
Speiser[l982J. In their model, the lobe ions are accelerated by th e cross-tail
electric fi eld alon g the Speiser orbit. The bulk velocity a nd th e temperat ure
are positively correlated, with a cor relation coefficient of 0.61. This may
indicate that when ions are accelerated to higher energy, they a re heated to
higher temperature simul taneously.
Figure 3.4 shows a relation between the bulk energy and the width in
invari ant latitud e (where the ion beams were observed) divided by th e square
root of the temperature. In the fi gure, a set of cu rves are also drawn with
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data poin ts. T hese curves show th e relat ion
!:::.1

~

v Eth

x Eo = const .

(3.2)

where !:::.1 is the width of the in variant lati t ude where th e ion beams a re
observed , Et/, is th e tem perature, and Eo corresponds to t he bulk velocity
in th e energy unit. The const ant on t he right hand side characteri zes each
curve. Most of the data points are found to lie bet wee n th e curves with a
minimum constant of 4 (deg · keY ~) and a maximum co nstant of 16 (deg ·
keY ~), fonr tim es larger than the minimum value.

In order to explain the above relation (Eq. (3 .2) and Figure 3.4), we
have made a simple model as follows. We assum e an adequ ately na rrow
and stabl e source of the ion beam in th e tail region, wh ere the di stributi on
fun ction of the ion beam along the magnetic fi eld line can be fitted wi t h a onedimen sional shifted-Maxwellian. Th e bulk velocity a nd th e te mp erature of
t he distribution function a re obtain ed by fittin g th e one-dimensional shiftedMaxwellian to the calculat ed source distribution fun ction of th e ion beam
observed by the Akebono satellite. Ion beams und ergo E x B drifts on the
way to th e Earth along the magn etic field , and this E x B drift causes th e
velocity dispersion of the ion beams. Then th e model can be described by a
simple equation

£

£

V_, tow

V f ast

!:::.1 ex: VexD X ( - - - - - )

where Ve xD is theE

X

B drift velocity, v,'""' and

V f a, 1.

(3.3)
are the velocities of th e

slowest and the fastest ions, and £ is the di sta nce al ong th e magnetic fi eld
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line between the point of the observation and the source region of th e ion
beam . Since the distribution fun ction of the ion beam is shifted-Maxwellian,

(ljv, 10,,

-

l jv 1a,,) is expressed by using bulk energy Eo and temperature

Ea, as (ljv,zow- l fvta•t) ex {1 /(#o- .;E;h)- I /( #a+ .;E;/;)}

Our

observation suggests that Ea, is much smaller than E0 . Therefore, Equation
(3 .3) can be simplified to

t::.I
n;;- X

vEa,

Eo ex £

X

Ve xn

(3.4)

This equation shows that the data points should lie on a set of lin es ex pressed
by Equation (3.2).

3.3

Discussion

Our results are consistent with the res ults of Bosqued et al.[l987], Kovrazkhin
et al.[1987], and Zelenyi et al.[l990] that the observed ion beam at the poleward edge of the a uroral precipitation region is identical with the PSB L fast
ion flow.
We have found a relation between the bulk velocity of the ion beam
and the latitudinal width divided by the square root of the temperature.
In ou r simplified model, the observational results show that the product of
the convection velocity and th e source distance of the ion beam varies in a
range of a factor of four. This variation is caused by the variation of the
source distance, the variation of the convection velocity, and the variation
of the geometry of the magnetic fi eld , wh ich is included in th e prop ortional
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constant of Equation (3.4).

Since our data were obtained under various

magn etic conditi ons, the variatio n in the range of a factor of four would be
reasonable.
Our model assumes t hat the source of t he ion beam in th e tail region is
narrow. If the so urce is distributed over a wide area in the Earth 's magnetotail having different bulk velocities at different areas [Takahashi and Hones,
1988;Zelenyi et al. , 1990;Abdalla et al. 1991,1992], it requires more assumptions relating th e width of the source region with the ion bulk velocity to
explain t he result in Figure 3.4. Since our simple model can well explain the
results as shown in Figure 3.4, we suggest that the sou rce of th e ion beam is
na rrow, and the thermal distribution of the source determin es t he observed
latitudinal width.
In order to calculate t he source distance C, we have to know the proportional co nstant in Equation (3.4) , which is determin ed from the geometry
of the magnetic fi eld , and from the ratio between (1/v., 10•..,

-

1jv1,,,1 ) a nd

{1 /(.JEo'- v"EV.) -1/(.JEo' + v"EV.)}. Using the averaged co nstant value
of Equation (3.2) of 8.7 (deg · keVt), a nd ass uming the convection velocity
as 500m/sec at th e magnet ic fo ot print , we can roughly estimate the sou rce
distance as ~7DR•. This value of th e sou rce dista nce is co nsistent with the
mod el that ions a re accelerated by the cross-tail electric field near the X-type
neutral lin e in t he geomagnetic tail.
We have shown that the calculated source distribution fun ction of the
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ion beam can be well fitted with shifted-Maxwellian of which the orders of
the t emperature and the bulk velocity are consistent with t he resu lt of t he
model calculation by Lyons and Speiser[l982]. Since the source of the ion
beam is far from the eart h a nd the mirror ratio is large, the distribution
fun ctions we have obtained are those along the magnetic field line at t he
source. Takahashi and Hones[ l 988] in vestigated the distribution function of
fast ion flow in the x direction of the GSE coordin ate system observed at

x

~

-!DRs, and reported that it could be fitted with a shifted-Maxwelli an.

The orders of the temperature and the bulk velocity of their results a re nearly
the same as ours.
We examined 259 passes between 20 MLT and 4 MLT, and found 119
event s, in which we could recognize dispersive ion beams at the poleward
edge of th e auroral precipitation region. Among 119 events, 50 event s can
be fi tted with a shifted-Maxwellian. Zelenyi et al.[l990] reported that they
observed velocity-dispersed ion beams at the poleward edge of the a uroral
precipitation region with a probability of a bout 10% by exam inin g the
evening-midnight-dawn sector(l8 MLT- 6 MLT). In their paper, it is noted
that th eir result is consistent with the result of Baumjohann et al. [l 990]
that th e probability of observing high-speed fl ows(> 400km/s) is 4% ~ 6%
at most. Our result shows that th e probability of observing dispersive ion
beams is about 45%. Even when we limit t he eve nts to those that can be
fitt ed with a shifted-Maxwellian, the probability is about 20%. Since we have
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exami ned only t he orbits between 20 MLT and 4 MLT, we cann ot co mpare
our result with that of Zelenyi et aJ.[l990] in the strict sense. T he a ltitud es
(4,000km to lO ,OOOkm) of the Akebono observations a re also higher th a n
those of Zelenyi et a1.[1990J ( < 2000km). Even t hough t he two observations
were under different conditions, our probability of observing the ion beam
seems to be much higher than that of Zelenyi et aJ. [l 990]. We have obse rved
the velocity-dispersed ion beams very frequ ently. T his is consistent with the
observations that the fast ion fl ow in the PSBL is a steady structure.[Lui et
al.,l983;Eastrnan et al., 1984;Takah ashi a nd Hones, 1988]
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Chapter 4
Rapid Variations of the
Plasma Bulk Flow Direction
Observed in the Plasma Sheet
This chapter deals with three-dimensional variations of the plasma bulk flow
direction in the plasma sheet observed at XcsE ~ - 60Re by Low En ergy
Particle (LEP) instrument onboard the GEOTAIL satellite. These variations
have two components, namely a rapidly varying com ponent of which t he
period is about 8 minutes and a more slowly varying co mponen t . Se parat in g
these two components, we have found two different periods durin g which
the motion of th e bu lk velocity vector had different characteristics. In bot h
periods, the slowly varying component nearly corresponded with th e direct ion
of the magnetic fi eld. However, th e motion of th e rapid ly varying component
was different between these two periods. In one period, the rapidly varying
component showed clear rotations. We have calculated the rotation axis of
this ra pidly varying component and have fou nd that the direction of the
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rotation axis changed by nearly 90° in a step-like motion while the vortex
motion remained co herent in the plane perpendicular to the moving rotat ion
axis. In th e other period, th e rapidly varying component was not a rotation
but an oscillation around a n axis which is nearly parallel to the magnetic
fi eld. We conclude that these variations are most likely due to tail flapping
motion with velocity shears.

4.1

Introduction

In the distant tail , the motion of th e satellite with respect to the su nEarth fixed fr ame is very small compared with the scale of th e magnetotail.
However there exists a flapping motion of the magn etotai l, for example, due
to variations of the solar wind dynami c pressure. Th e motion of the magnetotail with respect to the sun-Earth fixed fra me enables us to observe various
regions of th e magnetotail including the PSBL crossings.
On the basis of the observations by ISEE 1 and 2 spacecrafts during substorms, Forbes et al.[l98lb] reported some examples of t he mot ion of the
magnetotail which were due to both passage of the surface wave ge nera ted
by Kelvin-Helmholtz type of instability and t hinning and thickenin g of t he
magnetotail during substorm. Hones et a!. [1 984] also investigated th e motion of the magnetotail statistically, and concluded that the motion was due
to a thinning and thickenin g of the plasma sheet during s ubstorm. However,
even when the magnetic condition is moderate to weak, satelli tes encounters
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t he PSBL, which suggests the exi stence of the tail fl a ppin g mot ion due to
mechanism(s) ot her than the plasma sheet t hinnin g/t hickenin g.
In the near- tail region arou nd X csE

~-lORe

to X csE

~-20Re,

rotations

of the ion bulk flow direct ion, the period of which is 5-20 minutes, have been
observed by ISEE 1 and 2 satellites [Hones et al. , 1978, 1981, 1983; Saund ers
et al., 198 1, 1983a,b]. Hones et al. [1978] suggested that th e rotations were
caused by vortex like structures which convect eart hwa rd along the axis of
the magnetotail. Hones et al. [1981] gat hered 169 two-dimensional data, and
investigated the rotations statistically. Th ey found that t he preferred sense of
the rota tion is clockwise in the dawn side plasma sheet and cou nt er-clockwi se
in the dusk side plasma sheet. Th ey conclud ed that th e rotations can be
explain ed by vortex structures on th e GSE x-y plan e which were produced
by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability du e to th e shear plasma flow betwee n the
plasma sheet and th e bound ary layer. Th ey also found that th e occ urrence
of the vortex-like flow is ind epend ent of the geomagnet ic activity. Saund ers et
al. [1981 , 1983a,b] investigated similar rota ting structures usin g the plasma
data and magnetic field data simultaneously and found t hat the rotations of
the ion bulk flow direction can be explained by MHD waves.
Th e rotations of plasma bnlk fl ow direction were also observed in th e
distant-tail region around 200Re by the ISEE 3 low energy electron experiment [Sanderson et al. 1984]. They found 15 min peri od vortex-like motion
bot h in the energetic ion data ( >35 keV) and in the low energy electron data,
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when t he satelli te was between t he plasma sheet and so ut h lobe.
The measurements presented here from the GEOTAIL LEP experim ent
have been used to investigate the full three dimensional nat ure of plasma
vortices. We will show that the three dim ensional motions of the plasma
bulk fl ow direction can be separated into the ion fl ow along the magnetic
field and two different mot ions. One is the rotations around an axis whose
direction slowly changes with step-like motion keeping its direction roughly
perpendicular to the magnetic fi eld direction. This step-like mot ion of the
rotation axis is the new feature of the vortex event we have found.

T he

other is the oscillation around an axis wh ose direct ion is nearly parall el to
the magnetic fi eld direction .

4.2

Observation

We have analyzed th e data obtained by Low Energy Particle - E nergy
Analyzer (LEP-EA) on th e GEOTAIL satellite. This instrum ent provides
three-dimensional distribut ion fun ctions of electrons (8eV- 38keV) and ions
(32eV /e - 43keV /e) every four-spin period(l3.ls) during th e present observation. A detailed description of the LEP-EA is given in Chapter 2, Appendix
A and Mukai et al. [1994b].
On August 20, 1992, the GEOTAIL satellite was at a medium dow n-tail
distan ce of X~ -60Re, Y ~ lORe, z ~ 5Re in th e GSE coordinate system.
P lasma observations were made for a bout four hours from ~ 1 300 UT to 1700
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UT. During this period, the magnetogram data on the ground (not shown)
was quiet (Kp~2), though there was a substorm onset around 1140 UT and
magnet ic conditions were consid erably disturbed before 1200 UT

(I<p~4).

Figure 4.1( a)(b) show E-t diagrams of electrons and ions between 1300 UT
and 1700 UT. The maximum count rate obtai ned over all the angul ar directions is shown by gray scale at a given energy and time. The energy range
of the electron detector was changed at 1516 UT (indi cated by an arrow in
Figure 4.1(a)). Figure 4.1(c) - (f) show the velocity moments of the electrons (small dots) and ions (large dots; assuming protons) during the same
time interval as the E-t diagram. From top to bottom , density, magnitude
of the bulk velocity, elevation and azimuthal angles of the bulk velocity vector in the GSE polar coordinate system are shown. Comparing the electron
data with the ion data, we can see that the electron density was much lower
than ion density before 1516 UT, because we did not observe electrons below
~60eV. We lowered the energy range of the electron detector at 1516 UT.

The electron density and ion density nearly agreed after this time. Therefore
the actual density of electrons might be nearly the same as the ion density
before 1516 UT. The magnitude and the direction of the bulk flow velocity vector of electrons and ions nearly agreed throughout the whole period.
Since the bulk velocity is decided from the velocity shift of the distribution
function , it is less affected by the observed energy range than density.
At 1300 UT, the satellite was in the plasma sheet , and the density value
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was 1.5 cm- 3 . About 5 minutes later, the density decreased to be below
0.1 cm - 3 , indicating that the spacecraft was in the lobe region. During this
period the bulk flow direction was tailward (¢

~

180°). At

~1310

UT, the

satellite re-entered the plasma sheet, and the density increased to be 2.0
cm-a The bulk flow direction also changed to be eart hward in the ecl iptic plane. Between 1328 UT and 1345 UT, we observed earthward flowing
ions with the bulk velocity of several hundred km/s, which is similar to the
fast ion flow observed in the near-tail plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL)
[Nakamura et al., 1992; Takahashi and Hones, 1988 and references there in).
After that the magnitude of the bulk velocity gradually decreased to as low
as 100 km/s. Around 1400 UT, rapid variation of the bulk fl ow direction
began, and this variation continued until the end of the observation at 1700
UT. The spacecraft stayed in the plasma sheet during the interval when these
rapid variations were observed in panels (e) and (f). Since the elevation angle
shows large variations, we see that these variations are not confined in the
ecliptic plane, but are three-dimensional. The magnitude of the bulk velocity
also changed simultaneously with the variation of the bulk flow direction as
we can see in panel (d).
Between 1400 UT and 1420 UT, the flow direction was nearly tailward,
and the elevation angle changed from northward to southward. After 1420
UT, the flow direction changed to be mainly earthward , and the elevation
angle slowly changed to be southward. Around 1420 UT, we observed intense
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ion flow at low energy (about 200eV). Between 1500 UT and 1540 UT the
azimuthal angle oscillated between earthward direction and tailward direction, while the elevation angle was tilted southward. After 1540 UT the flow
direction was mainly tailward.
Figure 4.2 ( a)(b )(c) show the spectra of the variations of the angles between the ion bulk flow direction and GSE x, y, z axes (11" 11y, and 11,
respectively) during the time interval between 1440 UT and 1632 UT. We
have normalized the spectra by the highest power in each spectrum. In all
of these three panels, the peaks with the most intense power have the time
period longer than 20 minutes. In the spectra of 11. and 11y, we can see three
peaks which has the time period shorter than 20 minut es. These peaks have
the time period of ~10 minutes, ~s minutes, and ~ 5 minutes. In the spectrum of 0, there are also three peaks which have the time period shorter
than 20 minutes. These three peaks have the period of ~15 minutes, ~6
minutes, and ~4 minutes. Though the existence of the component with long
time period can be clearly seen in the panels (a), (b), and (c), the time variation of the spectra cannot be obtained from these spectra with lon g time
window. In order to investigate the time variation of the spectra, we have
calculated the dynamic spect ra with shorter time window.
Figure 4.2 (d)(e)(f)(g) show the dynamic spectra of the angles 11" 11y, 11,
and the magnitude of the ion bulk velocity during the time interval betwee n
1428 UT and 1634 UT, nearly the same time interval as the panels (a)(b)(c).
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The spectra are calcu lated every 2 minutes with th e time window of 3354
seconds, using the data between 1400 UT and 1700 UT. We have normalized
the spectra by the hi ghest power in each spect rum as before. The dynamic
spectrum of Ox , Oy, and IJ, varied differently, indicating t hat the variation
of the bulk flow direction was 3-dimensional. The dynamic spectrum of the
magnitud e of the bulk fl ow velocity shows the mixed characteristics of the
spectra IJ"' Oy, and IJ, . When the variation is 3-dimensional, it is difficult
to obtain the spectr um of the motion by calcu lating the spectra of the three
angles 0"' Oy, and IJ, se parately, because these spect ra are a ffected by selection
of the coordin ate system. T he magnitude of the velocity is a good indicator
of the motion , because it can describe t he motion by on ly one parameter.
There a re two maxima in the spectrum of the magnitude of the bulk velocity
during more than a half of the tim e interval shown in Figure 4.2 (d)- (g) .
One maximum is between the period of 479 seconds and 838 seconds, and
another maximum is in the period longer than 3354 seconds. The maximum
of the shorter time period of these two can be found almost all the time
after 1445 UT. In order t o separate these two components, a rapidly varying
component and a slowly varying component, we have condu cted a running
average over the bulk fl ow velocity vector. We have selected two 40-minute
periods 1445 UT - 1525 UT (period 1) and 1606 UT - 1646 UT (period 2)
(indi cated in Figure 4.1), and have investigated the variation of the bulk fl ow
direct ion in detail. These are the intervals when the variations with short
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time period were clearly seen in the spectrum of the magnitude of the bulk
velocity (see F igure 4.2(g)) .
Figure 4.3 shows the rapid ly varying component of th e bulk flow velocity
vector projected on GSE x-y, x-z, and y-z planes during the time interval
between 1400 UT a nd 1700 UT. We obtained t hi s rapidly varying component by subtracting 20-minute running averaged data from 2-minute running
averaged data. We can see the rotations, oscillations, and ot her complicated
motions throughout the observed period. During the 'period 2' (indicated
by an a rrow in th e figure) , rotations were clearly seen in th e x-y a nd x-z projection. During the 'period 1' (also indicated by a n arrow in the figure) , the
motion was not so clear as during the 'period 2'. It was an oscill ation rather
than a rotation. During ot her periods, t he motions were more complicated,
and we cannot describ e them by simple rotations nor by oscill ations.
At first, we will in vestigate the 'period 2', during which clearer motion
(rotation) t han the motion during the 'period 1' can be seen. Figure 4.4 shows
the 20 minute runnin g averaged ion bulk flow velocity vector in the GSE
polar coordin ate system (solid lin e). T hough unfortun ately the magnetic fi eld
data are not avail able during the present observation, we have estimated the
direction of the magnetic field (show n by dots in Figure 4.4) from anisotropy
of the electron pressure tensor assuming that the elect ron distribution is
gyrotropic, and eith er (a) of spindle shape (P11 > PL) or (b) of pancake shape

(P11 < P1_) . We can see that the direction of the slowly varyin g component
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of the bulk fl ow velocity vector agreed roughly with the orientation of the
magnetic field line.
In order to estimate the magneti c fi eld direction , we have calcu lated the
directions of the three principal axes, < al >, <a2>, and <a3>, and the
correspondin g diagonal components, P1 , P2 , and P3 (P1 > P2 > P3 ) of t he
electron pressure tensor. When 1 - P2/ P1 > 0.04 and P2/ P1

-

P3 / P1 < 0.03

the magnetic field direction is the direction of axis <al > (category (a) :

P11 > P1_) . Wh en 1- P2/ P1 < 0.03 and P2/ P1 - P3 / P1 > 0.04 the magn etic
field direction is the direction of axis <a3> (category (b) : P 11 < P 1_). Of
the observed electron distributions, 17% fall into category (a), and 40% into
cat ego ry (b) during the time interval shown in Figure 4.4. We can not decide
t he magnet ic field direct ion for th e remaining 43% of the observed electron
distribution. T his method , of co urse, leaves a ±180° uncertainty. We have
chosen t he direction closer to the plasma flow direction in Figure 4.4. Figure
4.5 shows an example of the electron dist ribu tion fun ction. Panel (a) shows
the distribution fun ction on the equatorial plane and Panels (b) and (c) show
the distribution fun ction on two planes perpendicular to the equatorial pl a ne.
This example falls into the category (a), and we can see that the electron
distribution function is elongated along a direction which we have regarded
as magnetic field direction.
Figure 4.6(a)(b)(c) shows the rapidly varying component of th e bulk flow
velocity vector in the GSE polar coordinate system. We have obtain ed this
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rapidly varying component by subtracting t he 20-min running averaged data
(as shown in Figure 4.4) from 2-min r unning averaged data. The azimuthal
angle clearly rotated counter-clockwise three times as viewed from the posi-

tive z direction.
In order to analyze t he motion of the rapidly varying component in more
detail , we have calculated the direction of the inst antaneous rotation axis.
We have calculated the in stantaneous rotation axis (n., ny, nz) of the bulk
fl ow direction requiring t hat the fun ction

(4.1)
should have the minimum value under the constraint

(4 .2)
where (V.;, Vy;, Vz;) is the bulk flow velocity at the time indicated by i. This
probl em is solved by using Lagrange's method of undeterm in ed multipliers.
We have determined (n., ny, nz), whi ch makes the following fun ction

minjmum, where 'a' is the undetermined multiplier. This procedure corresponds to calculating t he eigenvector of the smallest eigenvalue of t he matrix
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We have used successive 21 data ( ~ 275 seconds) in calculat in g the instantaneous rotation axis.
The res ult is also shown in Figure 4.6. Panel (d) shows Pv

=n; + n~,

where ny, and nz are GSE-y, z components of the unit vector in the direction
of the rotat ion axis. The rotation axis is alm ost perpendicular to the GSE
x axis, because p1, is almost at its maximum value of 1.0. Panel (e) shows
t he angle B. between the estim ated magnetic fi eld direction and the rotation
axis.

The rotation axis remained roughly perpendicular to the magnetic

fi eld direction. Panel (f) shows th e angle

z.

between the GSE z axis and

the rotation axis of the ra pidly varying component of th e bulk fl ow velocity
vector projected on the GSE y-z pl ane, Za

= arctan( nyfnz).

The direction

of t he rotation axis itself changed slowly with a step- like motion, keeping its
direction perpendicular to t he x direction, as can be seen from the nearly
constant value of Pv around 1.0.
The variation of t he bulk fl ow direction during 'period 1' was different
from t hat during 'p eriod 2'. It was an oscillation rather than a rotat ion . Figure 4. 7 shows the 14-min running averaged ion bulk flow velocity vector in
th e GSE polar coordinate system (solid lin e) . T he estimated direct ion of the
magnetic fi eld direction is also plotted by dots in Figure 4. 7. Different from
the case of 'period 2', we have cond ucted 14-min running average, because
the slowly varying component had shorter time period during 'period 1' than
durin g 'period 2' (see Figure 4.2 (g)). We can also see that the estimated
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magnetic field direction roughly agrees with the direction of the 14-min running averaged ion bulk fl ow direction during the time interval between 1445
UT and 1525 UT.
Figure 4.8 (a)(b)(c) shows the rapidly varying component of the ion bulk
flow velocity vector in the GSE polar coordinate system. We have obtained
this rapidly varying component by subtracting the 14-min running averaged
data from 2-min running averaged data. Figure 4.8 (d) shows t he angle Ba ,
which is the angle between the instantaneo us rotation axis and the est im ated
magnetic fi eld direction. During the time interval between 1448 UT and 1514
UT, the angle B" was nearly 0°, which means that the instantaneo us rotat ion
axis was nearly parallel to the magnetic fie ld direction. During 1448 UT 1502 UT, the azimuthal angle showed about 270°-clockwise rotation, whereas
it showed abo ut 270°-counterclockwise rotation during 1502 UT - 1514 UT.
The polar angle showed a symmetric pattern with respect to the time 1502
UT. Therefore the motion of the rapidly varying component of the bulk flow
direct ion during ' period 1' can be described as an oscillation (±270°) aro und
an axis nearly parallel to the magnetic fi eld direction.

4.3

Discussion

We have used the three-dimensional low-energy particle observations from
the GEOTAIL/LEP experiment to exam in e the stru cture and evolution of
the plasma bulk flows in the mid-tail plasma sheet . We have found that
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the plasma bulk flow consisted of a slow ly varying component and a rapidly
varying component. During the tim e interval between 1606UT and 1646UT,
the direction of the slowly varying component nearly corresponded to the
direction of the magnetic field. During this period the rapidly varying component was not a simple two-dimensional vortex motion , but rather a threedimensional vortex motion whose axis was roughly perpendicular to t he magnetic field and cha nged in a step- like way.
The sense of the rotation was count er-clockw ise throughout the event
when viewed from above the eclipti c plane. Si nce our observation was made
at Y ase ~ lORe, this result is consi stent with the result of Hones et al. [1981]
that the preferred sense of rotations of the vortex event is clockwise in the
morning sector, a nd counter-clockwise in the evening sector when vi ewed
fr om above the ecl iptic plane.
Period of the rotational motion was about 8 min. Sin ce the velocity of
the slowly varying component (background flow) was 30 ~ 70 km /s, spatial
scale of the rotational motion is est im ated to be 2

~

5 Re if the rotation is

due to passage of a spatial structure carried by t he background How. Th is
scale size is consistent with t he result obtained by Mitchell et al. [1990].
The step-like change in the rotation axis correspo nds to the step-like
change in the plane of the rotat ion . At t hree successive phases of the rotation the plane was inclin ed by nearly -45°,

o•, and

45° with respect to

the ecl iptic plane. In earlier publications the cases where t he plane of the
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rotation was nearly coplanar with the ecliptic plane [Saunders et al. 1984] or
highly inclin ed [Hones et al. 1978] were reported. The present observation
shows that this plane can take various directions which change in a step-like
manner.
The three-dimensional vortex motion wit h step-like changes in the rotation axis could be caused by flapping motion of the magnetotail if the
field-aligned component of the flow velocity is sheared. When the average
is subtracted from the observed velocities, the field aligned compo nent oscillates in t he presence of the shear, and the combinat ion with the flappin g
motion produces a rotational moti on in a plane that includ es the direction
of the direction of t he magnetic field . The step-like change in the rotational
axis means that the direction of the flapping motion changes in the step- like
n1anner.

Alternatively the observed rotations in the flow direction could be related
to MHD waves as suggested by Saunders et al. [1981, 1983a,b], Hones et al.
[1983], and Southwood et al. [1985]. If this is the case the step-like changes
in the rotation axis corres ponds to changes in the plane of polarization. T he
absence of the simultaneous magnetic field observations precludes further
comparison of the MHD wave model with the present observation.
We have show n that the motion of the rapidly varying component of the
bulk flow direction between 1445 UT and 1525 UT can be described as an
oscillation (±270°) around an axis which is nearly parallel to the magnetic
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fi eld direction. It is difficu lt to explai n such an oscillat ion by MHO waves.
Alternatively we explain this mot ion by ass umin g that t here is a shear fl ow
layer in the plasma sheet, and the satellite oscillated insid e th e shear layer
as a res ult of th e fl apping motion of th e magnetotail.
Figure 4.9 shows the schematic diagram of this model. T he ass um ed shear
fl ow layer is shown in panel (a), in which t here is a layer (layer (B) in t he
fi gure) where t he bulk fl ow direction is opposite to the flow direct ion outside
the layer. The motion of th e satellite is shown in panel (b) . T he num bers
from (1) to (9) shows the sequ ence of t he satellite motion. T he velocity
vectors are al so shown in th e fi gure. T he res ult ant fl ow directi on is show n in
panel (c), in which the num bers fr om (1) to (9) correspond to th e nu mbers
shown in panel (b). T he rotation angle is decided from the velocity rat io
between t he fl ow velocity in the layer (B) and the velocity of t he satelli te at
t he position (5), and it is between 270° and 360°.
Ass umin g this model we can calculate the average velocity of the fl apping
motion and its direction . The direction is shown in Figure 4.9 (d). It is a
one dimensional motion on y-z plane with the average velocity of 40 km /s
and with th e period (th e tim e in terval from (1) to (9)) of about 19 minutes.
The direction of the oscill ation is inclined about 60° from t he y axis in t he
y-z plane.
In summary, we have analyzed t hree-dim ensional motions of the plasma
bulk fl ow in th e magnetot ail, which can be separated into a slowly vary in g
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component and a rapidly varying component. The former is aligned to the
magnetic fi eld and the latter is rotations around an axis whose direction is
perpendicular to the magnetic fi eld or an oscill ation around an axis whose
direction is nearly parallel to the magnetic field . Combination of the spatial
gradien t in the bulk flow and the flapping of the tail is suggested as a possible
cause of the latter compon ent of the motion.
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Chapter 5
Slow-Mode Shocks in the
Magnetotail
We have identified slow- mode shocks between plasma sheet and lobe in t he
mid-tail to distan t-tai l regions by using t hree-dimensional magnet ic fiel d data
an d th ree-d imensional plas ma data incl uding density, velocity, temperatu re,
and heat flux of bot h ions and electrons observed by the GEOTAIL satelli te.
Analyzin g t he data obtained betwee n 14 Se ptember, 1993 a nd 16 February,
1994, we have found 303 plas ma sheet- lobe boundary crossings. Duri ng t his
period the spacecraft crossed plasma sheet-lobe bound aries at distances between X cse ~ - 30Re and X csE ~ -2 10Re. T hirty-two out of t hese 303
bound aries are identified as slow-mode shocks. We have found backstreaming
ions on t he upstream sid e of t he slow-m ode shocks, which may be im po rtant
in und erst andin g th e dissipation mechanism of the slow-shocks in collision less
plasma. We have also found acceleration of cold ions between th e upstream
and th e downstream of the slow-mode shocks. T hese cold ions are often ob-
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served in the lobe and they are usually flowing tailward. Upon entering the
plasma sheet, t hey are accelerated and rotates around the magnetic fi eld ,
and at times show ring-shaped veloci ty distributions. These ions may refl ect
the kinetic structure of slow-mode shocks. Slow-shocks are at times observed
also on the front side of plasmoids. These slow-shocks on the front sid e of
plasmoids have a different orientation from that of the ordinary slow-shocks
observed at the plasma sheet-lobe boundari es, which suggests an existence of
"heart" shaped plasmoids predicted by a numerical simulation [K. Maezawa,
personal communication].

5.1

Introduction

The existence of an X-type neutral line in the magnetotail , which is expected from the reconnection model of the Earth's magnetosphere [Dungey,
1961], has long been a controversial problem . If magnetic fi eld reconnection
occurs in the magnetotail, slow-mode shocks are predicted to be formed at
the boundaries between plasma sheet and lobe bound ing the X-type neutral
li ne [Vasyliu nas, 1975 and references therein]. However, characterist ics of the
boundaries between plasma sheet and lobe, whether it is a simple discontinuity or it has a shock-like str ucture, has not fully been resolved from previous
observations.
The existence of the slow-mode shocks in the distant-tail regions was
for t he first time reported by th e ISEE 3 deep-tail mission [Feldman et al,
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1984a,b, 1985; Scarf et al., 1984; Smith et al., 1984] . Analyzing the threedimensional magnetic fi eld data and two-d im ensional electron data, Feldman
et al. [1985] identified t he slow-mode shocks and conclud ed that t he slowmode shock is a semi-permanent str uct ure of the plasma sheet-lobe boundaries in t he distant-tail region. They also noticed the variat ion of the electron
distribution fun ction, which shows heat flux leakage from the shock toward
the upstream region as well as th ermalization in the plasm a sheet. At the
same t ime, electrons are accelerated by the shock potential and form fl a t-top
distributions in the downstream of the shock. T he electron dynami cs and
the variation of th e distributi on fun ct ions t hrough slow-mode shocks were
investigated in detail by Schwartz et a!. [1987].
The existence of the slow-shock struct ure in the near-Earth magn etotai l
at X~ -20Re was also reported by Feldman et al. [1987], based on threedimensional magnetic fi eld data and two-d im ensional electron and ion data
obtained by the ISEE 2 satellite. They reported that the lobeward edge of
the plasma sheet-lobe boundary was id entified as a slow-m ode shock, wh ich
was different from the plasma sheet-lobe bound aries in the distant magnetotail wh ere the entire boundary region had a slow-shock structure. Using the
AMPTE/ IRM data, Cat tel et a!. [1992] in vestigated ~80 plasma sheet- lobe
crossings at downtail distances of 10 to 18 Re . They concluded t hat the
plasma sheet-lobe bound aries in t he near-tail region were not well modeled
by a planar MHD discontinuity wit h a normal component of the magnetic
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field, and in particular, did not contain a slow mode shock. They suggested
that some factor operating earthward of the neutral line prevents the formation of slow-mode shocks in the near-tail region. They also suggested that
the plasma sheet boundary in the near-Earth region is usually a tangential
discontinuity, or there are effects such as time variations, single particle effects, or three-dimensional structures, which invalidate the assumptions of
planar time-stat ionary magn etohydrodynamics.
The large-scale structure and dynamics of the magnetotail including the
plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL) have been numerically studied using
MHD simulations. The existence of the slow-mode shocks in the PSBL is
shown by Sato[1979], Scholer and Roth[1987J, and Ugai[1993J . Birn et al.
[1986] and Hesse and Birn [1991], on the other hand , reported that slowmode shocks were not form ed on the eart hward side of the X-type neutral
li ne, where the magnetic field is connected to the ionosphere.
The first theoretical work on the structure of slow shocks was made by
Coroniti [1971], who showed that the slow shocks are associated with a dispersive wave train in the downstream region. He suggested that t he energy
dissipation of the slow-shock is provided by dumping of the dispersive wave
trai n.
Several num erical simulations on kinetic properties of the slow-mode
shocks have been reported as well. With a hybrid-code simu lation Swift
[1983] found the upstream escape of the hot plasma and a damped left-
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handed circularly-polarized wave on the trailing edge of the shock. Omidi
and Winske [1992] also used a hybrid-code simulation to investigate the structure of slow shocks and ion heating in the low-beta regime. In particular,
they studied the effects of the Alfven/ion cyclotron waves on the structure
of slow-mode shocks. The Alfven/ion cyclotron waves are generated by the
interaction between the incident and backstreaming ions via electromagnetic
ion/ion cyclotron instability.
Observational study on the kinetic property of the slow-mode shocks in
the distant magnetotail has not been done because of insufficient time resolution in previous observations. The low energy particle (LEP) experiment
onboard the GEOTAIL satellite [Mukai et a!., 1994b] has provided us with
three-dimensional velocity distributions of electrons and ions with fine time
resolution. The GEOTAIL satellite has crossed the plasma sheet-lobe boundaries for many times in various distances from the Earth. We have identified
slow-mode shocks in a more strict way with a complete set of plasma and
field data than previous observations.

5.2

Instrumentation and Ve locity Mome nt
Calculation

We have used the data obtained by the Low Energy Particle - Energy
Analyzer (LEP-EA) and the Magnetic Field (MGF) experiment onboard
t he GEOTAIL satellite.

LEP-EA provides three-dimensional distribut ion
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functions of electrons (8eV - 38keV) and ions (32eV je

- 43keV / e) every

four spin periods (about 12 seconds). A detailed description of LEP-EA is
given in Chapter 2, Appendix A, and Mukai et a!. [1994b). MGF measures
vector magn etic fi elds with a time resolu tion of 1/16 seconds. We have used
spi n-averaged vector magnet ic fi eld data. A detailed description of MGF is
given in Kokubun et a!. [1994).
We have calculated the three-dimensional ion and elect ron velocity moments up to the third order (density, velocity vector, pressure tensor and
heat flux tensor) using th e co unt rate data obtained by LEP-EA. Since the
spacecraft is positively charged with respect to the ambient plasm a potent ial,
the observed ions are decelerated and the observed electrons are accelerated
by the spacecraft potential. T he measu red energy, therefore, must be corrected in calculating th e velocity moments from the count rate data. The
spacecraft potential can be estim ated fr om an inflection point of the electron
distribution function which separates the low-energy photoelectron distribution and the incoming accelerated plasma electron distribution. However,
applying this meth od of estimating th e spacecraft potential to th e automatic
calc ul ation of the velocity moments is difficult because t he spacecraft potential varies in accord ance with the plasma density aro un d the spacecraft.
We have used an altern ative way to estimate this spacecraft potential usin g
sin gle-probe potential data obtained by the Electric Field Detector (EFD)
experiment onboard t he GEOTAIL satellite [Tsuruda et a!. , 1994).
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The measured count rat e data at several lowest energy steps are contaminated by the spacecraft photoelectrons. When we calculate the electron
velocity moments, we have to remove these contaminated counts. We have
removed t he photoelectron-contaminated data and replaced them by Gaussian extrapolation using th e data in three to five energy steps above the
spacecraft potential, which are free from the photoelectron contamination.
T he corrected count rates and co rrected energy levels are used to calcu late
the electron and ion velocity moments.

5 .3

Method of Identification

We have used spin-averaged three-dim ensional magnetic fi eld data B and
th ree-dimensional plasma velocity mom ents obtained during a four-sp in period. Density p, bulk velocity vector V , tempera ture T, and heat flux vector
h of electrons and ions are derived from the velocity mom ents. I.Yi t h requirement that the normal component of the magnetic fi eld is kept constant
throughout t he shock, we have determined th e shock normal direction n as
follows.

(B l X B 2) X (B2- B l)
n = /( B 1 x B2) x (B2- B1)l'

(5 .1)

where t he subscripts '1' and '2' represent upstream and downstream , respectively.
I n order to identify slow-mode shocks, we have checked if one-dimensional
Ran kine-Hugoniot relation is satisfied between th e upstream (lobe) and the
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downstream (plasma sheet) MHD parameters. The one-dimensional Rank in eHugoniot relation is applied in the norm al incidence fram e (NIF). From the
conservation of mass flux, we have determined the shock rest frame and the
shock velocity V ., as follows.
V,

= (p1V1- P2 V 2)· n 11

(5.2)

P1- P2

We have calculated the downstream parameters
th e upstream parameters

PI

=

Pi!

=

Pel,

Prh 2 , V rh 2 ,

and

B rh

2

from

V I = v ,l = v .!, and B !, using

the mass conservation and momentum conservation equations with upstream
and downstream temperatures, T 1 = T; 1

+ T. 1

and T2 = 7'; 2

+ T. 2 ,

where

the subscripts 'e' and 'i' represent electrons and ions, resp ect ively, and th e
subscript 'rh ' represents calculated parameters using R-H relation. We have
compared the calculated downstream values with the observed dow nst ream
values shown in Figure 5.1. We have checked if the total energy flux

Etot

is

conserved using observed upstream and downstream valu es. In calcul ati ng
the total energy flux , we have assumed the polytrope index 1 as 5/3. The
cop lanarity of the plane of the magnetic fi eld variation and th e plane of the
plasma velocity variation is also checked by calculating the angle between
the normal of these two planes,

t!,.¢~n,

Bl X B 2 . V NIF ! X V N I F2)
=arccos( IB 1 x B 2l IV NIF! X V NIF21 ·

(5.3)

Our criterion for th e R-H relation to be satisfied is that the difference
between the calculated and observed values (p, B, V) is wi t hin 30%, t he dif-
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ference between upstream and downstream total energy fluxes is within 30%,
the difference between the calculated and observed angles (e 8 , ev) is within
10°, and the angle 6.¢>bv is within 30°. The boundary is identifi ed as a slowmode shock if the upstream normal incid ent velocity Vh> and the downstream
normal velocity v2, satisfy the relations , Vimdl2 VI,. > 11,11 and

v./2 > 112,,

where Vimd and ll,r represent interm ediate and slow-mode velocities, respectively.
Besides the R- H relations, we have checked the electron heat fi ux leakage from the shock to the upstream region , and th e flat-top distribution of
electrons in the downstream region of th e shock [Feldman eta!., 1984, 1985].
We could have calculated all the downstream parameters from the upstream parameters using mass flux conservation , momentum flux conservation, and energy flux conservation equations, assuming that the upst ream
and downstream heat fluxes are zero. However , the measured plasm a data
show that upstream heat flux is not negligible because there is heat flux
leakage from the shock to the upstream region. There may be an alternative
way to calculate the downstream param eters from the upstream param eters
givi ng the upstream and downstream heat fluxes in the energy conservation
equation. We tried this method, but it turned out that about 5 %error in the
estimation of the heat flux makes a significant effect on the id entifi cat ion of
slow-mode shocks. Since the observational error in the heat flux is estimated
to be ~ 15%, we have abandoned this method.
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In the present analysis, the existence of the slow-mode shocks is examined
by searching for the upstream and downstream regions where the crit eria of
the slow-mode shock described above are satisfied. In order to suppress the
statistical error and th e wavy structure included in the observed parameters,
we have made some average on the observed parameters. Varying the averagin g period between 30 seconds and 6 minutes, we have searched for the
upstream and downstream regions where the criteria of the slow-mode shock
are most properly satisfied.

5.4

Examples of Slow-Mode Shocks

Figure 5.2 shows vector magnetic field data and plasma parameters obtained on 14 January, 1994, when the GEOTAIL satellite was at Xcss ~
-96.1 Re, Y GSE ~ 8.4 Re, and Zcss ~ -4.5 Re. We have fou nd a slow-mode
shock in the transition from lobe to plasma sheet around 1540UT. Before
1540UT the spacecraft was in the lobe, where the magnetic fi eld was about
10 nT and plasma density was about 0.02 /cm 3 . T he azimuthal angle ¢&
of t he magnetic field was ±180°, which means that the satellite was in the
southern lobe. The plasma bulk velocity was about 150 km /s and its direction was tailward. At about 1540UT the satellite entered the plasma sheet,
where the magnetic fi eld decreased to be about 5 nT. It became stab le to
be about 8 nT at about 1545UT. The plasma density in creased to be about
twice th e density in the lobe, and the ion and elect ron temperature in creased
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simulta neously. T he plasma bulk fl ow velocity increased to be about 800km / s
a nd th e direct ion changed to be eart hward.
We have checked if the upst ream and dow nst ream magnetic field and
plasma data satisfy t he one-dimensional Rankin e-Hugoniot relation. We have
select ed t he upstream a nd downstream regions to get t he best agreement
between the calculated downstream val ues and t he observed values . T he
selected upstream a nd downst ream periods are shown in Figure 5.2.
Ta ble 5.1 shows a summa ry of t he upstream and downst ream parameters
of four examples of slow-m ode shocks observed at Xass ~ - l OORe. T he
locations of t he four shocks a re different with resp ect to th e expected X-t ype
neut ral line. The example No .1 in Table 5.1 co rresponds t o th e slow-mode
shock observed on 14 Janu ary, 1994. Sin ce we have calcul ated t he downstream values by giving th e upstream and downst ream temperat ure, we can
compar e fi ve parameters: density, bulk velocity (2 parameters), and mag netic
fi eld (2 pa rameters ). The cal culated dow nstream values a nd t he observed
downstream valu es show a reason a ble agreement . The vari ation in t he ion
temp erat ure is much larger th an th e electron temperature vari ation, whi ch
suggests that the observati on of the ion tempera ture is very im portant in
id entification of the slow-mode shocks. We have checked the energy flu x conservation by calcul ating th e total energy flux E, 0 ,. Ta ble 5.1 also shows t he
upstream Alfven Mach number MA

= V ./VA,
1

where VA is Alfven velocity,

a nd the interm ediate and slow Mach numbers M;
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= Vn/Vi,d, M, = V;,j\1,1

in both the upstream and downstream regions of the shock. The result of
the cop lanarity check, the shock normal direction, and the shock velocity a re
also shown in Table 5.1.
The satellite position in the GSE coordin ate system is also shown in Table
5.1. A schematic configuration of the satelli te positiou with respect to the
expected X-type neutral line is shown at the bottom. The example (No.
1) shown in Figure 5.2 was observed in the southern lobe. Since the flow
direction of t he downstream plasma was earthward, the shock was expected
to be on the earthward sid e of the X-type neutral lin e.
Figure 5.3 shows examples of electron distribution functions parallel to
the magnet ic field in the upstream (lobe) region, downstream (plasma sheet)
region and between these two regions , corresponding to the slow-mode shock
shown in Figure 5.2. The direction of the positive velocity is t he magnetic
field direction . Electron heat flux towards the upstream direct ion (opposite
to the magnetic field direction) can be clearly seen in the upstream region.
As t he spacecraft moves into the plasma sheet, the electron distribution is
thermalized, and then a fl at-top distribution can be seen in the downstream
region.
Figure 5.4(a) shows the E-t diagram of ions obtained on 14 January, 1994
(including the shock No. 1 in Table 5.1). The maximum count rate obtain ed
over all the angular directions of elevation and azimuth is shown by colorcoded intensity at a given energy and time. The upstream and downst ream
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regions are indicated in the figure. It should be noted that acceleration of
cold ions [Hirahara et a!. , 1994] is observed between t hese two periods. We
have separated this E-t diagram into four directions , tailward , dawnward,
eart hward , and duskward in F igures 5.4(b)- (e) . The accelerated cold ions
are mainly flowing dawnward , nearly perpendicularly to the magnetic field
direction.
Figure 5.5(a) shows an E-t diagram of ions obtained on 17 January, 1994
(includin g the shock No. 3 in Table 5.1) in the same format as Figure 5.4(a).
Figure 5.5(b) shows pit ch angle distribution of ions in the de-Hoffmann Teller
fr ame determined from the shock parameters. In Figure 5.5(b ), the phase
space density in tegrated over the whole energy range is shown by color-coded
intensity for every 18 degrees with respect to the magnetic fi eld direction.
In the downstream region, the ion temperature is high and the pitch angle
distribution is broad in t he opposite direction to the magnet ic fi eld. The
direction of the broader pitch angle distribution corresponds to the direction
toward the deep er insid e the plasma sheet, since the satellite position was
tailward of the X-type neutral lin e in the southern lob e (see Table 5.1) .
On the other hand , in the upst ream region, the ion temperature is cold
and the pitch angle distribution is collim ated in the direction toward the
plasm a sheet, which is opposite to the magnetic fi eld. Around th e edge of
t he plasma sheet-lobe boundary ( ~ 1537UT), we can find the region wh ere
particles are streaming toward two opposite directions, nam ely along and
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against the magnetic field direction. The ions which have an pitch angle
along the magnetic field direction corresponds to the hi gh-energy ions seen
in Panel (a). These ions may be back streaming ions predicted by numerical
simu lations [Swift , 1983; Omidi and Winske, 1992] .

5.5

Slow-Mode Shocks around Plasmoids

Figure 5.6 shows magnetic field and plasma velocity moments between
1030 UT and 1100 UT obtained on 18 September, 1993. About 1035 UT,
the spacecraft ent ered the plasma sheet with a plasmoid enco unt er. T he
polar angle of the magnetic fi eld direction shows two successive bipolar signatures, which means the arrival of two successive plasmoids, though the
latter bipolar signature is very osci ll ative. Figure 5. 7 shows the om nidirectional E-t diagram of ions during the same time interval as shown in Figure
5.6.
We have checked if the plasma-sheet lobe boundaries bounding a plasmoid
satisfy the slow-shock conditions. The slow-s hock conditions are examin ed for
the two plasma sheet-lobe crossin gs when the spacecraft entered the plasmoid
at ~ 1035UT and exited th e plasmoid at ~ 1050UT. T he result in the forme r
tim e period (the front side of the pla.smoid ) is shown in Table 5.2. The resu lt
in the latter period (at t he plasmoid exit ) has already been shown in Table
5.1 (No. 4). T he observed downstream values and calcu lated downstream
values show good coincidence in both cases.
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We have confirm ed t hat in both cases of the plasmoid entry and ex it ,
the electron distribution fun ction parall el to the magnetic fi eld (not shown)
shows heat flux leakage in the upstream region consistent with the shock
normal direction , while th e flat-top electron distributions are observed in
t he downstream region. A remarka ble d ifference between the plasmoid entry
and exit is found in the shock normal direction. When the satellite exited
the plasmoid , t he Zase component of the shock normal directio n was positive, which means that the downstream region with hot plasma was in the
so uthward of the upst ream region (northern lobe with cold ions). T his is an
ordinary arrangement seen in the plasma sheet boundary layer. However,
when t he spacecraft entered the plasmoid , the Zase component of the shock
normal direction was negative, which mea ns that t he downstream region with
hot plasma was in the northward of th e upstream region, notwithstandin g
that the spacecraft was in the north ern lobe. This arrangement is reverse to
th e arrangement of the slow-mode shock observed at the plasmoid exit. The
slow-mode shocks with such "reverse" arrangement are, at t imes, observed
on the front side of plasmoid s.

It is also noted that the shock velocity on entering th e plasmoid is faster
th an the upstream plasma velocity fl owin g into t he shock. Th e shoc k surface
on the front side of the plasmoid is expanding or flowing tailward, and it absorbs the upstream plasma fl owi ng tail ward wit h slower speeds than the shock
velocity. The upstream plasma absorbed by the plasmoid is thermali zed and
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accelerated ta.ilward at the slow-mode shock in front of the plasmoid.

5.6

Statistical Study of Slow-Mode Shocks

5.6.1

Classification of the Plasma Sheet-Lobe Boundaries

We have checked if the slow-mode shock conditions are satisfied for aU
the plasma sheet-lobe boundary crossi ngs when three-dimensional plasma
(LEP) data and magnetic field (MGF) data are both available between 14
September, 1993 and 16 February, 1994. Some of the plasma-sheet lobe
crossings are too rapid to be identified as slow-mode shocks. We have selected
t he crossin gs which have at least 5 minutes continuous upstream (lobe) and
downstream (plasma sheet) regions, which totally amount 308 crossings.
The orbit of the GEOTAIL satelli te in the GSE coordinate system during
this period is shown in Figu re 5.8. The dots in the figure show the position
of the satellite at OOOOUT every day. The large dots show the first day in
each month. The periods when plasma sheet-lobe crossings are observed are
indicated by thick lines in the orbit projected on t he GSE X- Y plane. GEOTAIL satellite crossed th e plasma sheet- lobe boundaries in the magnetotail
of Xass ~ -30Re to ~ -210Re during t his period .
Tab le 5.3 shows the result of t he slow-shock identification. We have found
totally 32 slow-shock boundaries in the 303 plasma sheet-lobe crossings. Nine
of the 32 slow-shock boundaries are observed on the front side of plasmoids
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discussed in the previous sect ion. The other cases which cannot sat isfy ou r
crit erion for the slow shock co ndi tions are classified into 8 types:
1. T he calc ulated downstream value of either tangential plasma velocity

or tangential magnetic field is greater or less than the obse rved one. We
have assumed a one-dimensional slow-mode shock in the id entifi catio n.
If t his assumpti on is not valid and there is a pressure gradient in the
tangential direction, the calculated and observed tangential val ues may
be different.
2. The upstream density is higher than dow nstream density. In thi s case,
cold dense plasma is observed in the upstream (lobe) region. Th e occurrence of this case is notably high in the distant-tail region farth er
t han

X~

-140Re.

3. T he ratio of t he downstream plasma density to the upstream density is
too large to satisfy the jump condition across th e shock. In calcu lating
the total energy flux, we have assumed the polytrope index 1 as 5/3.
Therefore the permitted density jump across t he shock should be less
than 4.
4. Variations of the elect ron and ion distribution fun ctions do not indicate
t he conn ection of magnet ic field lines between the upstream and downstream regions. If magnet ic field is connected between the upst ream
a nd downstream regions, electron heat flux leakage and/or backstream-
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ing ions may be observed in th e upstream region , electron fl at-top distribution may be observed in the down stream region , and/or acceleration of cold ions may be observed between upstream and downstream
regions . In this category, none of t he above features a re observed

Ill

the plasma sheet-lobe bound a ry crossings.
5. The shock velocity is much fast er than the plasm a velocity fl ow in g
into the shock on the shock rest fram e. This situation is difficult to
understand except for the case of th e front side of plasmoids discussed
in the previous section.
6. When the spacecraft is in th e northern( southern) lobe, the downstream
region with hot plasma is in the northward(southward ) of the spacecraft . This is difficult to understand except for the case of th e front
side of plasmoids discussed in the previous section.
7. The plasma velocity flowin g into and out of the shock on t he shock rest
fram e do not satisfy slow-shock cond ition that V1,. < Vlim<l , V1,.
and V2,.

>

V1,,,

< V2sl·

8. Types which are not includ ed in ot her types. The cases when plasma
velocity moment is not correctly calculated a re included in th is category.
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5.6.2

Spatial Distribution

Figure 5.9 shows the spatial distribution of slow-mode shocks and the
ot her 8 categories with respect to the GSE-X coord in ate. The numb er of the
boundaries are shown every 20Re in Panel (a), while the normali zed occ urrence of each category is shown in Panel (b). Plasma sheet- lobe crossings are
concentrated between X~ -60Re and X~ -lOORe and around X~ -200Re.
Slow-mode shocks including the case on the front sid e of plasmoids are observed mainly in the relatively near-tail region of X> -100Re. T hough the
number of the plasma sheet-lobe crossi ngs were small around x~ - 160Re
and X~ -180Re, we found some boundaries which satisfied the slow-shock
conditions . We did not find slow-mode shocks in the region fur ther down tail
of X ~~ -200Re. However, thi s may be caused by the observation locat ions
biased in the GSE-Y coord inate, which was highly negative (see Figure 5.8).
When the solar-wind aberration of the magnetotail is taken into account, the
deviation of the GSE-Y component of the satellit e position was furth ermore
deviated from the tail axis. No slow-shock boundaries were observed also
around the region of X~ -140Re. The GSE-Y component of the satellite
position was again highly negative or positive in this region. This result
suggests that the distribution of slow-shock boundaries are affected by the
GSE- Y position.
The ratio of the slow-shock boundaries to all the boundaries in eac h GSEX bin does not show a clear dependence on the distance from the Earth. Since
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the total number of the slow shocks is st ill smaJ l, it may be difficult to find a
clear dependence. In the region furth er downtail of X :::;~ - 140Re, t he ratio
of th e Type-2 boundaries in which the upstream density is higher t ha n th e
downstream density is notably high, since the cold dense plasma is frequently
observed in the lobe as mention ed earlier.

5.6.3

D ependence on Geomagnetic Activity

Here we use Kp indices for a measure of th e magnetospheric activity, because the AE/ AL/ AU indices have not been available, and the int erplan etary
magnetic fi eld data are aJso unavailable in many periods of time durin g the
present observations.
Figure 5.10 shows the distributi on of plasma sheet-lobe bou ndaries with
respect to t he Kp index. The number of the boundaries are shown in Panel
(a) and t he normalized occurrence of each category is shown in Panel (b).
The occurrence number of t he plasma-sheet lobe crossings in creases with
increasing Kp values up to Kp=4 , but abruptly decreases between Kp =5
an d Kp = 7. Since the number of the boundary crossings is very small when
Kp=6 and Kp=7, the stati stical acc uracy may be bad for these large Kp
values. Panel (c) shows the number of th e boundary crossings normali zed by
t he occurrence rate of each Kp values during observation. Th e normalized
number of the boundary crossings in creases with increasing Kp values except
for Kp :;::: 6. This in crease may indicate that the motion of t he tail includin g
the passage of plasmoids is act ive when the geomagnetic activity is high.
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The ratio of the slow-mode shocks in each Kp ind ex does not show a clear
dependence on Kp valu es. However, th e sum of the number of slow-mode
shocks and the number of 'Type 1' in creases with increasing Kp values.

5.6.4

Location of the X-type neutral line

Figure 5. 11 shows the location of the expected X-type neutral lin e with
respect to the satellite, whether it is in the earthward or tailward of the
spacecraft for the 32 slow-shock boundaries. The direction is shown every
20Re in GSE-X distance. The number of the shocks are shown in Panel (a)
a nd the norm alized occ urrence of each category is shown in Panel (b). In th e
distant-tail region, th e X-type neutral lin e is eart hward for all th e 5 slowshock boundaries. In the region between X~ -60Re and X~ - l OORe, Xtype neutral lines can be located both earthward an d tail ward of th e satelli te .
Though only one slow-shock boundary was observed in the X~ -40Re bin,
the expected X-type neutral lin e was tailward in this case.

5. 7

Discussion

We have identified slow-mode shocks at the mid-tail to distant-tail regions using three-dimension al magnetic field and plasma data obtained by t he
GEOTAIL satellite. We have checked t he one-dimensional Rankin e-Hugoni ot
relation bet ween the upstream and downstream parameters in NI F. In order
to find the shock rest frame, we have calcu lated the shock velocity along the
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shock normal , V,. In the four cases of the id entified shocks prese nted in
Section 5.4, t his value ranges from 63km / s to 133 km / s, and the directi on
is downstream to upstream. This shock normal velocity may includ e th e
motion of the tail with respect to the satellite and th e motion of the shock
st ru ct ure with respect to the tail.
The determined shock normal direction is not always restricted to in th e
GSE X-Z plane. Especially in the case of No.3 and No.4 (see Table 5.1), th e
shock normal has a large GSE-Y component . Magnetotail may be twisted in
such cases.
The features of ion distribution fun ctions aroun d the slow-mode shocks
are new findings. It is noted t hat backstreaming ions are detected in the
upstream region, and cold ion acceleration is observed between the upstream
and downstream regions. We have found backstrean1ing ions for all th e four
shocks presented in Section 5.4. For the t ime being, the generation mec hanism of these backstreaming ions is not clarified. Current-sheet accelerated
particles may be included in these backstreaming ions [Speiser, 1965, 1967;
Lyons and Speiser, 1982; Speiser and Lyons, 1984], but we have not distinguished such particles from locally reflected particles or leaking particles
from t he shock surface whose existence is predicted by several num eri ca l
si mulations [Swi ft, 1983; Omidi and Winske, 1992]. Anyway t he existen ce
of such co unterstreaming ions may be the source of the dissipation required
for generation of slow-mode shocks in a collisionless plasma. The en ergy of
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the backstreaming particles shown in Figure 5.5(a) is about 16keV, whose
velocity is about 1800km/s assuming protons. This velocity is comparable
to the upstream Alfven velocity. Detailed statistical investigation on th ese
backstreaming ions will be pursued in the future.
The cold ion acceleration is not always found. We have found the acceleration of cold ions in two cases (No. 1 and 4) out of four cases in Table 5.1.
Figure 5.4(b)

~ (e) shows that the cold ions are rotating around magnetic

field as they are accelerated. This acceleration of cold ions may be id enti cal
to the phenomena investigated by Hirahara eta! [1994]. They suggested that
the source of such ions are the cold ion streams which are often observed in
the lobe[Mukai et al. , 1994a]. They explained the acceleration by assuming the existence of an electric-field structure. Th e accelerated cold ions,
at times , show ring-shaped distributions [Saito et al. , 1994]. A ring-sh aped
ion distribution is found in the transition region between the upstream a nd
downstream in the example No.4 of Table 5.1. As will be discussed in th e following chapter, such ring-shaped ion distribution function can be generated
from the cold ion stream in the lob e by thermoelectric field in the plasma
sheet-lobe boundary. These acceleration of cold ions may reflect th e kineti c
structure of the slow-mode shocks.
It should be noted that the structure of slow-shocks on the front side of a
plasmoid has the direction opposite to th e slow shock directions observed in
the ordinary plasma sheet-lobe boundaries. This characteristic struct ure is
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predicted by a numerical simulation of K. Maezawa (personal comm unication,
1994). The predicted structure of a plasmoid is shown in Figure 5.12. Since
the Alfven velocity near the neutral sheet is lower than in the outer plasma
sheet, the front of a plasmoid is predicted to have a " heart" shape. The
observed slow-shock configuration can be explained by assuming that the
spacecraft crossed the front of this " heart" shaped plasmoid.
During the period between 14 September, 1993 and 16 February, 1994,
GEOTAIL satellite crossed the plasma sheet-lobe boundary in the tail region
of XcsE ~ -30Re to ~ - 210Re. We have examined 303 plasm a sheetlobe boundary crossings, in which 32 plasma sheet-lobe boundaries cou ld be
id entified as slow-mode shocks. We have assumed that the slow-mode shock
is steady and one-dimensional. This assumption may not be satisfied for
some of the plasma sheet- lobe boundaries which cannot be identifi ed as slowmode shocks. The plasma-sheet lobe boundaries which cannot be id entifi ed
as slow-mode shocks have been categorized into 8 types . The assumption
of one-dimensional shock may be broken for 'Type 1' which occupies the
largest number. The Kp dependence of the occurrence ratio of slow-mode
shocks plus 'Type 1' suggests that when the geomagnetic activity is high ,
plasma sheet-lobe boundaries show a shock-like structure instead of a simple
discontinuity, even though the shock-l ike structure may not have a simple
one-dimensional property.
If the plasma sheet-lobe boundaries are tangential discontinuities, there
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might be none of the signat ures, such as electron heat flux leakage and/or
backstream ions in the upstream region, electron flat-top distributions in the
downstream region and/or acceleration of cold ions around the boundaries.
Such boundaries are categorized to 'Ty pe 4'. No dependence of the occurrence ratio of this type on the GSE-X distance or on the Kp index is fou nd.
Since the total number of this type is smal l d uring the time interval we have
investigated, more data may be needed to find such a depend ence, if any.
When the spacecraft is located in t he distant tail region furth er downtail of X~ - 140Re, the occ urrence ratio of the 'Type 2' boundaries, where
the density in the upstream region is higher than the density in the downstream region, becomes significantly high. Even in this case, there are some
boundaries that electron heat flux leakage and /or backstreaming ions in the
upstream region , electron fl at-top distributions in the downstream region,
and /or cold ion accelerations around the boundaries are observed, wh ich
shows that the magnetic fi eld is conn ected between t hese two regions. These
boundaries, however, cannot be identified as slow-mode shocks, because the
sense of the density variation is comp letely opposite.
The density of the upstream (lobe) region is, at times, too small to be
measured exact ly by our plasma in strum ent. This case is catego rized into
'Type 3'. We cannot argue if the boundary is a slow- mode shock in this case.
Two categories 'Type 5' and 'Type 6' cannot be explained by a simple
configurat ion of the plasma sheet-lobe boundaries. Though we cannot deny
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that these configurations of the boundaries really exist, there is a possibility
that these cases are generated artificially from some noise or wavy struct ures
which cannot be smoothed out by making a simple average of the data.
There is another possibility that the upstream and downstream regions we
have examined are not on the same streamline for these cases.
The boundaries categorized to 'Type 7' are boundaries where the magnetic fi eld seems to be connected between the upstream and downstream
regions, and there is plasma flow into the determined shock surface, but the
flowing velocity does not satisfy the slow-shock cond itions. There is a possibility that these boundaries are not in a steady state and the flowing velocity
of the plasma into the shock is changi ng. There is still another possibility
that these cases are generated artificially in a similar way to 'Type 5' and
'Type 6'.
We have shown that when slow-shock boundaries are observed between
X~ -60Re and x~ -lOORe, the expected X-type neutral lin e can exist both

earthward and tailward of the spacecraft position. According to the results
of the numerical simulations of Birn et al. [1986) and Hesse and Birn [1991),
slow-mode shocks are not formed on the earthward side of the X-type neut ral
line, where magnetic field is connected to the Earth. Since the slow-shock
boundaries include plasma sheet-lobe boundaries in plasm oids, the positions
of the expected X-type neutral lin e may either be the position of the distant
neutral line or the position of the near-Earth neutral line. Therefore we
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cann ot deny t he result s of Bi rn et al. [1986] and Hesse and Bi rn [1991].
In summ ary, we have found t hat some of t he plasma sheet-lobe boun daries
in t he mid-tail to dist a nt-tail region can be identified as slow-mode shocks,
whi ch provides an ev idence for t he existence of the X-type neut ral li ne expec ted from th e reconnection model of t he Earth's magnetosphere. However,
in ma ny cases, plasma sheet-lobe boundaries are not identifi ed as slow-mode
shocks. In t hese cases, t he struct ure of plasma sheet-lobe boundaries may
be t wo-dimensional or t hree-di me nsional, or it may not be in a steady state.
There are also some cases that the magnetic fi eld see ms to be not conn ected
between plasma sheet a nd lobe, which suggest the plas ma sheet-lobe bou ndari es a re discontinui ties. More detailed st udies on the kinetic st ru ct ure of
th e slow-mode shocks and on t he statist ical characteristics of t he slow- mode
shocks will be pursued in t he fu t ure.
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Chapter 6
Observation of Ring-Shaped
Ion Distribution Function in
the Plasma Sheet-Lobe
Boundary
The ring-shaped velocity distribution of ions with energies of a few keV of the
gy rating motion has at times been detected in the boundary region between
the plasma sheet and the lobe in t he distant tai l at Xc sM ~ - 70 and -170Re.
The normal direction of the ring-s haped distribution is almost parallel to
th e magnetic fi eld , and the distribution moves tailward. In many cases th e
fast flowing ions of the P lasma Sheet Bou nd ary Layer (PSBL) are observed
simultaneously. The density of the ring is com parable to the density of the
cold ion stream observed in the lobe. We discuss the possibility that these
rin g ions are generated from cold proton streams by the thermoelectric fi eld
t hat exists at the plasma sheet-lobe boundary.
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6.1

Introduction

The boundary region between the plasma sheet and th e lob e in t he near
tail has so far been investigated by several spacecraft, and various phenomena have been found in this region . However only a few observations have
been made in t he mid-tail or distant-tail plasma sheet-lobe bou ndaries. The
GEOTAIL satellite has crossed the plasm a sheet- lobe boundary many tim es
at various distan ces from the Earth . During t hese crossings we ha ve found
ring-sha ped velocity distributi ons of ions.
Ring-shaped ion distribution fun ctions are observed both in th e mid -tail
region about XGsM ~-70Re and the deep-tail region about XGsM ~-170Re.
Most of these ring-shaped ion distributions are observed simultan eo usly with
the fast fl owing ions in t he PSBL [Takahashi and Hones, 1988, and references
therein]. According to th e ISEE 3 deep-tail observations, the plasma sheetlobe boundary in the deep geomagnetic tail can often be ident ified as slowmode shocks [Feldman eta.!. , 1984, 1985). The thermoelectric fi eld that exists
in t he slow-mode shocks may generate these ring-shaped ion distributions.
GEOTAIL Low En ergy P lasma observations have revealed that "cold ion
st reams" exist in the lobe region [Mukai et a.!. , 1994a], and they are heated
and accelerated in the PSBL [Hirahara et a!. , 1994). These cold ions co nsist
of protons and oxygen ions, which may have origin ated from the ionosph ere.
T hese cold ions may be the source of t he ring ions.
In t he following sections, we will first show an example of the ring-shap ed
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ion distribution function.

We will then investigate the characteristics of

11 examples of these ring distributions in detail and discuss the possible
mechanisms that generate these distributions.

6.2

O bservation

We have used the data obtained by the Low Energy Particle- Energy Analyzer (LEP-EA) and the Magnetic Field (MGF) experiment on the GEOTAIL satellite. LEP-EA provides three-dimensional distribution functions
of electrons (8ev - 38keV) and ions (32eV fe - 43keV /e) every four spin
periods (about 12 seconds). A detailed description of LEP-EA is given in
Chapter 2 and Appendix A or in Mukai et a!. [1994b]. MGF measures vector magnetic fields with a time resolution of 1/16 seconds. We have used
spin- averaged vector magnetic field data. A detailed description of MGF is
given in Kokubun et a!. [1994] .
Figure 6.1 shows a n example of the ring-shaped ion distribution function
obse rved at 1603:48 UT on September 14, 1993, when the satellite position
was X~ -71Re, Y ~ 22Re, z~ -4Re in the GSM coordinate system. Panels
(a), (b) and (c) are projections in three different directions of the contour of
the three-dimensional ion distribution fun ction. We have selected t he three
orthogonal directions of projection that show the ring shape most clearly.
The point of the intersection of these ort hogonal planes is not the origin
of the velocity space in the spacecraft frame because the center of the ring
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has a finite velocity. The ion distributi on function has two components ,
namely the ring-shaped distribution and th e high-energy beam distribution.
Schematic figures of these distributions are drawn above each panel, and
the look direction is shown by a short arrow. In Panels (a) and (c), the
ring component can be seen as two separated contours at nearly symmetric
points with respect to th e origin. T he high-energy beam component can also
be seen in these panels on t he right-hand side. The ring shape can be seen
clearly in Panel (b).
Figure 6.2 compares the pl asma and the magnetic fi eld data for th e int erval covering the ring observation. Panels (a) and (b) show energy-time (E-t)
diagrams of elect rons and ions during the time int erval between 1520UT and
1640UT on September 14, 1993. The maximum count rate obtained over aU
the elevational and azimuthal directions is shown by color code at a given
energy and time . The period when the rin g-shaped distribution fun ction (see
Figure 6. 1) was observed is marked by an arrow . Panels (c), (d), and (e) show
the total magnetic field and the direct ion of the magnetic field in th e GSM
coordinate system. Velocity mom ents during the same time interval as in
Figure 6.2 are shown in Figure 6.3. From top to bottom , (a) ion density, (b)
magnitude of the ion bulk velocity, (c)( d) direction of the ion bulk velocity
in th e GSM coordinate system , and (e) ion (solid lin e) and electron (dotted lin e) temperatures ded uced from th e velocity distributions in the GSE y
direction are shown .
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Before we observed ring-shaped ion distribution functi ons , the satellite
was in t he plasm a sheet between 1520UT and ~ 1540UT. The spacecraft
moved to th e position nearer to t he lobe between ~1540UT and 1556UT.
During this period , the magnetic fi eld direction was mostly tailward (¢ =
±180°), which means that the satelli te was in the southern part of the magnetotail.
The satellite was in the transition layer between lobe and plasma sheet
when we observed ring-shaped distribution functions at 1603:48UT (see an
arrow in Figure 6.2, 6.3). During the tim e interval shown in Figures 6.2
and 6.3, we observed a ring-shaped distribution function only at this tim e.
Between 1556UT and 1615UT, the total magn etic fi eld oscillated between
abo ut lOnT and about 2nT, while t he ion temperature also oscill ated between
about lkeV and 8keV. High-energy tailward fl owing ions were observed in
phase with the oscillation, which can be seen in Figure 6.3(b)(c)(d). These
high-energy ions may be identical to the fast fl owing ions that are freque ntly
observed in the PSBL. Durin g this time interval the satellite was moving between a position deeper in side th e plasma sheet and a position nearer to t he
lobe. The elevation angle of the magnetic field showed bi-polar signatures
t hat corresponded to each oscillati on, which may suggest that these oscil lations a re due to plasmoids. After 1615UT, t he satellite grad ually moved
to the lobe, where the magnetic field shows high and stable values of about
lOnT.
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During an interval of one month between September 14, 1993 and October
15, 1993, we have found 25 examples of the ring-shaped ion distribution
function. We have searched for the ring-shaped ion distributions from threedimensional ion data obtained during the total period of about 80 hours
when the spacecraft repeatedly crossed the plasma sheet-lobe boundary at
XcsM ~ -70Re, and at XGsM ~ -170Re. Some of these 25 rings are partial,

and some others are split to two or three fragments which are in the same
plane. We have selected 11 examples which have comparatively complete ring
shapes, and have investigated their common features in detail. The results
are summarized in Table 6.1.
The ring distribution and the high-energy beam distribution are observed
together for 10 examples, while only the ring distribution is observed in one
case (No.2 in Table 6.1). The high-energy beam ions flow ta.ilward roughly
along the magnetic field for 8 examples. The earthward flowing high-energy
ions are observed in two cases (No.3 and No.9 in Table 6.1). These highenergy beam ions may be identical to the fast ion flows that have been frequently observed in the PSBL at distances much nearer to the eart h. It
has been reported that the fast ion flows do not always exist in crossing
the plasma sheet-lobe boundary [Angelopoulos et a!., 1993]. We regard that
all the 11 ring ions are observed in the plasma. sheet-lobe boundary even if
high-energy beam ions are not observed in one case out of 11 examples.
The normal to the plane of the ring distribution and the magnetic field di-
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rection agrees within 10 degrees except for one example obtained on September 18 (No.8 in Table 6.1). In this example the spacecraft crossed the plasma
sheet-lobe boundary very rapidly so that the direction of the magnetic field
changed by about 30 degrees during the sampling time (about 12 seconds)
of the distribution function . This rapid variation of the magnetic field may
be the cause for the disagreement between the normal direction of the ring
and the magnetic field direction in this case.
The center of the ring moves nearly along the magnetic field in 9 cases.
For the remaining 2 cases the center of the ring coincides with the origin of
velocity space (No.3 and No. 10 in Table 6.1). The flow direction of the center
of the ring is tailward for all these 9 cases. Even when the flow direction of
the high-energy beam is earthward, the flow direction of the center of the ring
is tail ward . (see No.9 in Table 6.1) In some cases, the center of the ring has
appreciable velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field. This perpendicular
velocity can be regarded as E x B drift velocity, since the high-energy beam
ions also have a perpendicular velocity in nearly the same direction as the
perpendicular velocity of the center of the ring in such cases.
The gyrating velocity of the ring ions, which corresponds to the radius
of the ring in the velocity space, is larger than the parallel velocity of the
ring for all the 11 cases. The ratio of the parallel to perpendicular velocity
varies from 0 to 0.95. The total velocity of the ring ions is from 291km/s to
1088km/s.
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The density of the ring (ass umin g protons) is from 0.009/cm 3 to 0.048/cm 3 .
In some cases, part of the ring cann ot be observed because of the limi tation
of the field of view of our plasma instrument. Since only 8% of t he whole
solid angle is not covered [Mu kai et a!. , 1994b) , t his density value would not
be very different from the true density of the ring.
The density and the velocity of the high-energy beam ions observed simultaneously with the ring ions are also shown in Table 6.1. T he density
of the high-energy beam ions (assumin g protons) varies from 0.001 /cm 3 to
0.114 /cma The energy of the beam ions of the No.1 in Table 6.1 was so
high that we could observe the beam ions only partially, and the density is
und erestimated in this case. The density of the beam ions is much hi gher
than the density of the ring ions for 4 cases (No.4, 5, 6, and 7), and much
lower for 3 cases (No.3, 8, and 9). For the remaining 2 cases (No.lO and 11) ,
the density of the beam ions is roughly the same as the density of the ring
ion s.

6.3

Discu ssion

We regard the cold proton stream frequently observed in the lobe [M ukai
et a!., 1994a) as the source of the rin g-shaped ion distributions. Wh en we
observe ring-shaped ion distributions, we often observe accelerated cold ion
streams [Hirahara et a!., 1994) before or aft er we observe the rin g ions. We
have calculated the density of the ring with t he assumption of protons for t he
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ion species. The density is nearly the same as the density of the cold streaming ions observed in t he lobe. If we assu me oxygen, the density becomes
four times larger than t he value calculated assuming protons. Cold oxygen
streams are also observed simultaneously with t he cold proton streams in the
lobe [Mukai et a!., 1994a]. However, the density of t he cold oxygen ions is
generally mu ch smaller than t he density of the cold proton streams. Therefore, we may regard the cold proton streams in t he lobe as the source of the
ring ions.
These cold proton streams are thought to originate from the ionosp here,
from which it flows tailward in th e lobe [Mukai et al. , 1994a]. We have shown
that the flow direction of the center of the ring distribution is always tail ward
along the magnetic fi eld except when the velocity of the ce nter of the ring is
very small. This is another reason why t he cold proton st reams seem to be
the source of the ring ions. The parallel velocity of the cold proton st reams
in the lobe is usually less than about 100 km /s, but the parallel velocity of
the cent er of the ring is from 0 km /s to about 600 km/s. This difference
would be du e to th e acceleration mechanism of the cold streaming protons
to the ring ions.
The ring-shaped ion distributions are not always observed in crossin g
the plasma sheet-lobe bound ary while the accelerated cold ion streams a re
usually observed during these crossin gs [Hiraha ra et al ., 1994]. The occurrence probability of the ring-shaped ion distributions in crossing the plasma
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sheet-lobe boundary is several perce nt.
When the plasma sheet-lobe boundary, where we have observed ring ions ,
is a slow- mode shock, the spatial scale of th e electron temperature gradient
that exists at the slow-mode shock is expected to be about the ion inertiaJ
length [Coroniti, 1971]. This electron temperature gradi ent with the spatial
scaJe of the ion inertiaJ lengt h generates a thermoelectric fi eld with a spatiaJ
scaJe of the same order [Schwartz et a!., 1987]. If the layer where the thermoelectric fi eld exists is appropriately thin , or the elect ric fi eld vari es with a
spatiaJ scaJe smaller than ion Larmor rad iu s of the cold proton st ream ions,
cold ions may be deflected by the ther moelectric fi eld and begin to show
a ring-shap ed distribution [M. Fujimoto, personaJ communication]. Figure
6.3(e) shows the elect ron temperature observed on September 14. The ring
ions are observed in the region where the electron temperature has a gradient. The scaJe of ion Larmor radius an d ion in ertiaJ length are comparabl e
in this case.
We have checked if the slow-mode shock condition (see Chapter 5) is satisfi ed between plasma-sheet to lobe boundary region where the ring distributions are found . We have found that one of th e plasma sheet-lobe transitions
(No.6 in Table 6.1) satisfies the slow-m ode shock condition. This resu lt suggests that the ring-shaped ion distribution fun ctions may be generated by the
thermoelectric field in the plasma sheet-lobe boundary. Unless th e crossing
of th e plasma sheet-lobe boundary is approp riately stable so as to determin e
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the upstream and the downstream correctly, we cannot show that the transition satisfies the slow-shock condition. Therefore, our result that only one
case out of 11 examples can be shown to satisfy the slow-mode shock condition does not necessarily deny that the transitions in other cases are also the
slow-mode shocks.
The geomagnetic condition when the ring-shaped ion distributions were
observed was rather quiet (Kp 1~2) except one case obtained on 14 September (No. 1 : Kp ~4). According to the result in Chapter 5, slow-mode shocks
exist even when geomagnetic condition is quiet. Therefore it may be possible
that we have observed ring-shaped ion distributions under quiet geomagnetic
condition.
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Chapter 7
Concluding Remarks
Analyzing the plasma data obtained by in-situ observations, we have found
several phenomena which shows the existence of the X-type neutral lin e expected from the reconnection model of the Earth's magnetosphere.
Using low energy particle data obtained by a polar orbiting satellite AKEBONO, we have found velocity dispersed ion beams at the poleward edge of
the auroral oval. We have calculated the distribution function of these ions,
and have estimated the temperature and bulk flow velocity of the ions at
their source region assuming one-dimensional shifted-Maxwellians. A relation between the estimated parameters and the latitudinal distribution of
the observed ions are found. Th is relation can be exp lained by a simple
model that there is a compact source region of the ions in the magnetotai l of

X~

-70 ± 30Re, and the ions are velocity-dispersed by the velocity

filter effect due to the E x B drift under dawn-to-dusk electric field. The
source region of t he ions may be the X-type neutral line expected from the
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reconnection model of the Earth's magnetosphere.
In order to investigate the source regions of the above mentioned velocity
dispersed ions, we have made an in-situ plasma observation in the magnetotail up to XGsE ~ -210Re, with the GEOTAIL satellite.
When we make observations in the magnetotail, we can observe various
regions of the magnetotail including the PSBL. There must be a motion of
the magnetota.il with respect to the sun-Earth fixed frame because the motion
of the satellite in this frame is very slow. We have observed an evidence of
the existence of such motions of the magnetotail. We have observed rapid
variations of the plasma bulk flow direction in the plasma sheet at XGsE ~
-60Re. These variations can be explai ned by assu min g a combination of the
spatial gradient in the bulk flow and the flapping motion of the magnetotail.
We have estimated the velocity of the flapping motion to be about 40km/s.
The existence of the magnetic field reconnection and the X-type neutral
line can be shown indirectly by ident ification of slow-mode shocks in the
plasma sheet boundary layers. Using the low energy particle data obtained by
GEOTAIL satellite in the tail regions, between X~ -30Re and X~ -210Re,
we have found that about 10 % of the PSBL can be identified as slow mode
shocks. As for the rest (90 %) of the PSBL, there are several reasons why
we cannot identify them as slow-mode shocks: the lobe density is higher
than that of the plasma sheet for about 20 %, the assumption of the onedimensional shock is not valid for about 30
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%, and the density jump is too

--

large for about 10 %. There are aJso some cases when the PSBL seems to be
a tangential discontinuity.
The rol e of slow-mode shocks is to convert the upstream magn et ic fi eld
energy into downstream kinetic plasma energy. Since the observed slow-mode
shocks are generated in collision less plasmas, there must be some dissipation
mechanism which is not due to simple Cou lomb collisions. We have found an
ion distribution which can be the source of t his dissipation. In the upstream
region of slow-mode shocks, count er-streaming ions are often observed. On e
component is the low energy ions flowing into the shock from the lobe and
the other component is the higher-energy backstreaming ions fl owin g from
th e shock toward the upstream (lobe) region.
Between the upstream and the dow nstream of slow-mode shocks, we have
also observed acceleration of cold ions. These accelerated ions, at times, show
a ring-sh aped velocity distribution. We have found 11 examples of t he ring
shaped ion distributions at PSBL in the mid-tail region of X~ -70Re and in
the distant-tail region of X~ -170Re, during about one month 's observat ion.
The slow shock condition is satisfied for one case out of the 11 cases. Th e
generation mechanism of these ring-shaped ion distributions may refl ec t th e
kin et ic property of the PSBL, for example, th e cross-sh ock potential in th e
slow-mode shock. The detailed kin etic property of slow-m ode shocks may be
solved in the future by examining the acceleration process of these cold ions
across the slow-mode shocks in detail.
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